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ABSTRACT 

Californians must . . . change their relationship toward the environment and water.1 

 
The declining health of California’s water systems, combined with the growing 

challenge of climate change, calls on us to rethink how we use and manage water. Water is a 

public and environmental good, of a critical, life<sustaining nature. As such, the basic water 

needs of both humans and natural systems must be prioritized over other water uses. 

However, not only are we failing to meet basic needs, but we are also inefficiently and 

inequitably allocating water more generally around the state. As a result, both California’s 

people and environment struggle with current and future threats to water reliability. 

 
Water markets have been offered as a key solution, but the concept of markets is 

inherently at odds with the nature of water as public and life<sustaining. Our fixation on 

water as a substance to be cordoned off and profited from is growing increasingly 

problematic, with water becoming ever more privatized. 

 
This paper recommends that we instead step back and do two things: first, better 

implement all the laws we have, and second, develop a water vision and strategy that meets 

21st century challenges. Both efforts call on us to take a broader view of our water governance 

system in light of the evolving understanding of water as a public and environmental good, 

and to incorporate the ethics of that understanding into our decisionmaking. Ethics is a topic 

rarely addressed but critical to the wise use of water. The moral test of government, and the 

measure of its strength, is how it treats its most vulnerable members – particularly with 

respect to meeting their most basic needs. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Built for an earlier era, California’s water allocation system is near the breaking point. 

Vast amounts of increasingly precious freshwater move through a network of storage and 

conveyance facilities for delivery to distant farms and cities that hold a hodge<podge of 

historic water use “rights.” The result of this ad hoc system is both rampant inefficiency and 

growing inequality. 

 
To date, state officials have assiduously avoided the kind of comprehensive 

management of water resources that is necessary to prioritize basic human needs and 

safeguard natural systems for future generations of Californians. But as the Sierra snowpack 

predictably diminishes and periodic droughts worsen in both magnitude and duration with  

the changing climate, California stands at a crossroad. We can either continue business as 

usual, leading inexorably to ever<greater user inequities and the almost<certain collapse of our 

remaining aquatic ecosystems. Or we can chart a different course for the twenty<first century, 

one that arises from the values embedded in contemporary notions of the public trust and our 

responsibilities as stewards of water.  This paper argues for the latter path. 

 
In this paper, we outline the state’s current water management and allocation 

strategies and display how these fail to meet current needs. In particular, we analyze in detail 

why water markets – the state’s current idealized solution to our water woes – will further 

entrench our dysfunctional water uses, directing water toward the most profitable use, rather 

than toward the most socially and ecologically beneficial use.  We then argue that in order to 

holistically transform our water governance to meet social and ecological demands, we need 

to embrace a new water ethic in which the special nature of water as life<giving and 

undeniably public, rather than private and for<profit, is recognized. 

 
Consistent with this water ethic, we present alternative water strategies and next 

steps, including broadening the suite of voices and disciplines active in setting the water 

vision and strategies for the state. We recommend applying vastly under<utilized legal tools, 

such as the waste and unreasonable use and public trust doctrines; developing and 

prioritizing instream water rights, to ensure that waterways’ needs are addressed; 

gathering data on surface flows, groundwater levels, and water withdrawals and uses; 

enforcing water use rights violations, including direct penalties for violating water right 

permits and streamlined action on violations of the waste and unreasonable use doctrine; 

and increasing agricultural and urban water efficiency while reducing demand, so that 

efficiency savings are not simply translated into more use. These reforms, implemented 

from the ground up with broad public participation, will help the state more effectively 

manage scarce water resources for the benefit of humans and ecosystems alike. 
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INTRODUCTION 

California’s current water governance structure, largely dependent on the enforcement 

of individual “rights,” is wholly unsustainable. Disputes between and among historic water 

right holders are ultimately resolved by the courts in a way that does not account for the  

larger public interest at stake in virtually every water allocation decision. The result is a world 

in which some stakeholders continue to lavishly sprinkler<irrigate alfalfa crops for export to 

foreign countries or golf courses for affluent patrons while others, quite literally, do not have 

water to drink, cook, or bathe. And the minimum water needs of California’s natural aquatic 

systems, even if ostensibly protected on paper, inevitably fall by the wayside as water  

becomes increasingly scarce and more species hover at the edge of extinction. With the state’s 

population growing toward 50 million by mid<century and climate impacts accelerating, the 

present structure puts us on a course to natural and human catastrophe. 

 
Better water market mechanisms, often advocated by those looking to reform the 

current system, will not save our ecosystems from collapse or end inefficient water use. Why? 

One key reason is that markets move water toward the most profitable use and further    

away from public and environmental uses. Thus, they can actually exacerbate, rather than 

solve, the challenges we face. In particular, poor communities and natural ecosystems cannot 

compete in a market where the potential sellers are the beneficiaries of historic giveaways of 

the state’s public trust waters. Large urban water districts may be able to afford to buy 

expensive water from agricultural interests, who stand to make a significant profit from their 

subsidized (i.e., non<market) water allocations. But the low<income community of Porterville 

and the fishes of the San Francisco Bay Delta have no ability to participate in such 

transactions. The fact that NGOs may occasionally buy an environmental water right in an 

attempt to preserve instream flows in the stretch of some river should not delude us: such 

marginal efforts, while commendable, will not avert the widespread ecological disaster facing 

our waterways and aquatic species. 

 
Water markets are the wrong lens through which to view the problem.  Water is not 

real or personal property. It is essential to life itself, and for that reason the state holds it in 

trust for California’s people and environment and for future generations. The state has given 

private interests the right to use water, but any such “usufructuary” rights are subject to the 

state’s ongoing fiduciary supervision, constitutional restrictions on waste and unreasonable 

use, and other constraints. California courts have repeatedly affirmed the state’s ability to 

reduce or extinguish water allocations to satisfy these constraints, whether obtained through 

riparian or appropriative use. 

 
This paper offers instead that we must address today’s water allocation inefficiencies 

and inequities based on the underlying essence of water as life<giving and undeniably public, 

rather than private and for<profit. 
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Some of the state’s most influential water policy experts have begun calling on the state 

to “transform our relationship with water”2 and “change entrenched [water governance] 

systems.”3 These appeals for sweeping action reflect the scope of the problems before us. By 

contrast, our water management strategies in practice have taken an ad hoc, reactionary 

approach that lacks an affirmative, thoughtful vision or awareness of water facts. 

 
As a state, we tend to jump to answers without first carefully considering the questions 

we are asking and the data we require. This paper begins to fill that gap by: 

 
 Outlining the state’s current water strategies and continued challenges; 

 Challenging the assumptions behind the theory of water markets as a strategy for 

water management; 

 Revisiting our relationship with water and presenting alternative water strategies 

consistent with the understanding of water as life<giving and public; and 

 Recommending next steps for moving forward, including broadening the suite of voices 

and disciplines active in setting the water vision and strategies for the state. 
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CURRENT CALIFORNIA WATER MANAGEMENT: 

INEFFECTIVE, INEFFICIENT, AND INJURIOUS 

California’s Water Management System Is Failing to 

Meet 21st  Century Needs and Challenges 

The “water use rights”4 permitting system set up roughly a century ago to carefully 

manage allocation has failed.  Born out of the Gold Rush and its attendant values of profit and 

exclusion,5 our current water management system6 marginalizes the needs of the 

environment and those who cannot afford to pay high prices for available clean water. Today, 

we have allocated water rights to “[m]ost of California’s major river basins” in amounts that 

“exceed their natural, unimpaired annual supply.”7  For example, the State Water Resources 

Control Board (“State Water Board”) to date has issued appropriative water use rights 

statewide in an amount roughly five times the actual supply.8  The overall amount of water 

use rights held on paper is likely even more than that differential, given that this figure does 

not include riparian and pre<1914 water use rights. These figures also fail to fully account for 

inaccurate or unavailable water data, a widespread and critical problem.9 

 
 

Box 1: California Water Use Rights Overview 
 

The right to use surface water in California derives primarily from riparian, prior 

appropriation, and adjudicated water use rights. Prior to 1914, the state broadly recognized 

water use rights – without permits – for riparian users (those whose land connected to the 

water’s edge) and appropriators (for instance, those who imported water for mining). Since 

1914, the state’s Water Commission Act has required the State Water Resources Control Board 

to issue appropriative water use rights only via permits and licenses. In light of the scope of 

past water use rights allocations, however, the Board now regulates through permitting less 

than half of the water used by agricultural and urban interests. (Hanak et al., 2011.) 

 
Under California water law – and consistent with the waste and unreasonable use doctrine,  

the public trust doctrine, and other conditions – riparian users are afforded first priority to fill 

water use rights, followed by senior appropriators and then junior appropriators, based on the 

doctrine of “first in time, first in right.” (Cal. Water Code § 1241.) Entities also can acquire 

water use rights by contracting with a local water district or mutual water company that  

holds the rights to the diversion of water.  These districts and companies have broad  

discretion to authorize use and approve transfers between users in voluntary water exchanges. 

(Hanak & Stryjewski, 2012.) 
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In fact, the water use rights system itself “has been identified by water managers as one 

of the state’s most important long<term water problems.”10  Over<allocation of existing water 

use rights, combined with climate change and other stressors, pressure the state to examine  

its current water allocation more seriously. Calls for a “complete overhaul of water use rights” 

have been on the rise, with some observers asserting that “the seniority<based system is 

outdated and not up to the task of meeting California’s needs.”11  To date, though, decision 

makers cling to the existing system regardless, arguing that it has “served as the foundation for 

billions of dollars’ worth of investment.”12  This argument, of course, ignores the fact that    

such investments depend entirely on the health of the water systems underlying them, 

systems that are rapidly degrading under existing governance. 

 
Other water management challenges include the fact that illegal diversions abound, 

and the state has been unable to reliably enforce its water use laws to prevent and address 

such violations.  For example, the State Water Board’s Executive Director testified that 

available data indicate the number of illegal diversions may be over 40% of the number of 

active permits and licenses.13  Even where diverters hold permits, they do not always meet 

permit terms and conditions. Further, fundamental limitations on water use rights, such as 

the waste and unreasonable use doctrine and the public trust doctrine, have been largely 

ignored. 

 
Enforcement authority and resources are limited compared with the need, and 

violations of these laws rarely receive a meaningful state response. Examples are detailed in 

Appendix 1; they include data from the Water Boards’ Annual Performance Reports showing 

that all penalties assessed for water use rights violations from 2009 to 2015 (including the 

height of the drought) totaled only just under $760,000.14 The state’s inattention to 

enforcement violates its fiduciary duty to protect water, a public and environmental good. 

 
Effective water management has been further hampered by, among other challenges: a 

lack of meaningful groundwater oversight (even given the Sustainable Groundwater 

Management Act),15 a paucity of data (real<time or otherwise) on water diversions and use, 

and a lack of instream water rights and protective flow standards. 

 
Instead of implementing wide<scale reforms, the state has focused to date on a number 

of ad hoc measures that attempt to address water challenges. In addition to demand 

reduction and reuse strategies, these measures include but are not limited to: 

 
 Water markets; 

 Section 1707 Transfers (referring to the option water use rights holders have under 

Section 1707 of the California Water Code to dedicate water rights back to waterways 

for the benefit of the environment); 
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 Curtailments (a tool the State Water Board can use to command particular users, in 

order of priority, to stop diverting surface water when there is insufficient water 

available for all users in a watershed); 

 Temporary Urgency Change Petitions (TUCPs) (referring to the State Water Board’s 

contested waivers of environmental flow and quality standards during times of 

drought); 

 Infrastructure aimed at further water redistribution across the state, such as the 

proposed Delta tunnels project; and 

 Desalination. 

 
Appendix 1 discusses how these piecemeal, largely reactionary measures have failed to 

fundamentally address issues of water equity and efficiency. By implementing myriad 

individual strategies rather than broad, meaningful reform, the state is effectively choosing a 

policy of water as property to be cordoned off and profited from, rather than an essential 

element of life to be shared to achieve social and ecological well<being. 

 
To shift this path, the state must update its antiquated water management strategies, 

particularly its water allocation laws, which are failing to reflect modern needs and  

challenges. Other governments have faced this challenge and risen to the occasion. For 

example, an unprecedented 13<year dry period led the Australian government to undertake 

major water reforms in the 1990s, which included restructuring the national water use rights 

system. Under the new policy, water use rights were separated from land title, quantified, and 

restricted to “environmentally sustainable levels of extraction.” A similar overhaul of the  

water allocation system occurred in South Africa in the 1990s.16  California can learn from 

such efforts. 

 

Current Water Governance Prioritizes Privatization and 

Profit over Needs 

The current drought has received the bulk of the blame for our current water 

challenges. Yet drought, even severe, should not be a surprise in drought<prone California.17 

Moreover, California's 2015 and 2014 water years were the warmest on record,18 and this 

trend seems to be in place for the long<term as climate change increasingly takes hold. 

California’s climate is becoming warmer and more variable, causing wetter wet periods, drier 

dry periods, and reduced snowpack.19 

 
And while the most recent drought has indeed been severe, it cannot be blamed for our 

failure to provide sufficient water to meet even the most basic needs of all of California’s 

human and aquatic populations. Rather, what the current drought has done is bring to light 

the fundamental inadequacy of California’s water governance system, which fails to recognize 

and respect the essence of water as life<giving and ultimately public. As the Public Policy 

Institute of California observed, “[d]uring the latest drought, the state did not have clear 
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priorities [for public health and aquatic ecosystems],” and so made “decisions in haste and 

without clear policy guidance.” These hasty decisions injured the environment and 

disadvantaged communities first, even though the law designates public health and safety and 

the environment “as priorities that may take precedence over senior water rights.”20 

 
Indeed, the effects of water mismanagement are becoming more evident by the year, 

with freshwater streams and wetlands being hit particularly hard.21 Eighteen fish species are 

now at risk of near<term extinction,22 and 34 species of freshwater fish are currently on the 

state or federal endangered species lists.23  Without change, we are trending toward more and 

more extinctions of fish and waterfowl over time.24 

 
Figure 1: Extinction Trends25 

 

 

 
Many farms and cities have compensated for drought<reduced flows by pumping 

additional groundwater, which creates another set of problems. In a typical year, 

groundwater supplies approximately one<third of total farm and urban water use, but since 

2014, groundwater supplies have made up over half of their water use.26  While a number of 

urban areas have developed groundwater programs aimed at preventing groundwater basins 

from falling into long<term declines, many agricultural areas have not,27 allowing some users 

to overdraft aquifers at the expense of others. Such activities only exacerbate the inequities of 

our already unjust water allocation scheme. For example, of the reported thousands of dry 

wells, more than half occur in Tulare County where low income communities found 

themselves entirely without water,28 although this may be because they are one of the few 

counties that collect information on dry wells.29  The number of dry wells throughout 

California may actually be much larger than current, limited data suggests. 
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Unlike energy blackouts, which are temporary, “water blackouts” require impacted 

communities to increasingly depend on a patchwork of longer<term, unsustainable “solutions” 

such as trucking in bottled water or delivering water to temporary holding tanks.30  Continued 

pressures on groundwater will result in more drinking water wells and systems running dry  

at an increasing pace, further jeopardizing the livelihood of some of California’s most at<risk 

residents.31  The state’s relative inaction to prevent this basic health and safety problem from a 

governance (rather than reactionary) perspective demonstrates that regulators are 

prioritizing profit over need, in violation of its fiduciary duty to the people of California. 

 
In short, California’s current water allocation system is inefficient, inequitable and 

injurious. It prioritizes current uses32 based on seniority, with little regard for the impacts of 

those uses. It places the most vulnerable populations and ecosystems at the back of the line 

when droughts occur, as they regularly do now and will do with more frequency.33  The 

impacts of these decisions on the health and well<being of Californians and California species 

and ecosystems are widespread and growing. Action is needed now to evolve our water 

governance system in a way that reflects the life<giving and public nature of water and our 

utter dependence on water for basic needs. 

 
As reflected by numerous world leaders over the centuries, the moral test of 

government, and the measure of its strength, is how it treats its most vulnerable members. To 

ensure that California’s most at<risk ecological and human populations receive the water they 

need to survive now and in the future, we must reform California’s water allocation system to 

prioritize the protection of life over privatization and profit. 
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WATER MARKETS ALLOCATE WATER TO PRIVATE 

INTERESTS, NOT ENVIRONMENT AND LOCAL 

NEEDS 

Water can be allocated in several different ways, which are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive. These include:34 

 
 “First<come, first<served” allocation, or the prior appropriation doctrine. 

 Allocation based on proximity to the waterway, or the riparian doctrine. 

 Allocation based on deserving uses or users (and conversely, away from 

“undeserving” uses or users, such as for growing ingredients necessary for illegal 

drugs, or for certain water<intensive growing practices). A “deserving” use of water 

could be water for basic human needs, as articulated in California’s AB 685 

(2012),35 and/or basic environmental needs, as articulated in numerous state and 

federal environmental laws. This approach allows water to go to the most 

important societal and biological uses – e.g., needs for healthy life – first. 

 Market<based allocation, or water to the highest bidder. 

 
Over the last several decades, California has seen a marked increase in interest in the 

last approach – privatized water and water markets – ostensibly to solve the state’s severe 

and growing water scarcity and distribution problems. However, water markets and 

increasing privatization are not the answer to California’s water challenges. Water markets 

seek to allocate privatized commodities efficiently in a capitalized marketplace.36  California 

should not be asking, as markets inquire, “how do we better shift water to the highest 

bidder?” This simply moves water, a life<sustaining and inherently public good, away from 

critical environmental and community needs. 

 
Rather, the question California must ask is: “how should our state share something that 

is fundamentally essential to the life and vitality of all Californians and California’s ecosystems 

and species?” Water is not a "thing" to be bought, sold, and profited from. Water is first and 

foremost a public good to be allocated for human and environmental needs – which is why the 

state holds it in trust for all. At most, the water use rights system is a mechanism for 

managing discrete water allocations – but only after needs are met. 

 
In the following subsections, we discuss first the practical and theoretical limitations of 

water markets. Second, we argue that markets do not work for a public good and life  

necessity like water because those who cannot pay (e.g., poor communities and wildlife) 

cannot participate meaningfully in the market. As a result, markets will increase hardened 

demand for water by those who can afford to pay.  Finally, we posit that the state cannot craft 

a functioning market system onto the haphazard water allocations we have today. This is in 
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part because: 1) the starting allocations were granted in a time of water abundance and do not 

make sense in today’s world of increasing scarcity, and 2) the resulting entrenched private 

interests have every incentive to game whatever new market system we can design on the old 

water “rights” platform. Thus, even if markets could theoretically work for a public necessity 

like water (a foundational premise with which we disagree), the state likely could not develop 

a functioning market system given the reality of today’s water rights system, as illustrated by 

the examples below and in Appendix 2. As such, water exchanges should generally be limited 

to intra<basin transfers, should compensate for externalities, and should only be allowed after 

sufficient water is reserved for the environment and for basic human needs. 

Markets Cannot Address California’s Water Challenges 

The practical limitations of markets in allocating California’s water are well<known. 

These include infrastructure challenges, a lack of data (real<time or otherwise) on available 

water flows and uses, the relatively small pool of buyers and sellers, the difficulties under 

California water law of perfecting water rights sufficiently to allow for exchanges, a non< 

existent regulatory structure for water movement that would be required to provide the 

public with necessary transparency and accountability, and other challenges. These 

limitations and realities have been examined in depth elsewhere. Here, we examine more 

fundamental questions with regard to the limitations of water markets to address California’s 

needs and goals. 

 
The threshold question is: Even if we could establish reasonably functional water 

markets in California, what is their purpose? If we want to move water profitably regardless of 

the associated impacts to waterways and communities, then markets are one consideration. 

But if we want to address our water challenges – that is, to improve the health of waterways 

and the resilience of California communities that currently lack access to clean water for basic 

needs – markets are the wrong tool to achieve that goal. Successful markets depend on a 

system of private property rights, including rights to commodify and consume nature for the 

property holder’s exclusive benefit. More markets will only exacerbate this problem. 

Appendix 2 details several examples of this phenomenon, including the Monterey 

Amendment’s37 privatization of $74 million in taxpayer<funded water infrastructure, now 

known as the Kern Water Bank,38 a decision that enabled the later raid of tens of millions of 

taxpayer dollars from the state’s Environmental Water Account. 

 
Another concern is that markets start from current ownership of goods and services 

and then prioritize efficient trades from that starting point.39  This underlying foundational 

premise raises significant equity concerns in light of California’s historic development, 

including subsidies and giveaways of the public’s water to create the current water wealth 

inequality we have today. This issue must be addressed head<on if California were to 

genuinely pursue the path of creating functioning water markets – something that does not 

exist today. For example, billionaire couple Stewart and Lynda Resnick use more water than 
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every home in Los Angeles combined.40  Under a market system, “[s]ince the rich are willing to 

pay more than the poor, the rich will probably own more water.”41  Such a basis for water 

policy is fundamentally unjust and fails to ensure that water flows to communities and 

ecosystems where it is most needed. 

While California does have laws that could protect against inequitable or unwise water 

use, including the waste and reasonable use doctrine, the public trust doctrine, and various 

environmental protection laws. These protections – already under<enforced – would further 

wither under an increasingly market<based water management regime because they clash 

with capitalism<based market theory. Accordingly, governments and politicians will continue 

to marginalize ecological and social protections where they interfere with the application of 

market theory or the assertion of private property rights. As just one example, in 2014 and 

2015, the State Water Board regularly “approved requests to reduce environmental flows and 

relax salinity standards in the Delta so that water exports for farms and cities could be 

increased.”42 

Markets Harm, Rather than Help, the Environment and 

Disadvantaged Communities 

Market theory also assumes that goods are substitutable and that the most efficient 

uses are identified by those who are willing to pay the most.43  Water, however, is essential to 

all life, and is non<substitutable for basic needs. A higher willingness to pay does not indicate 

a more efficient use of water. For example, a wealthy homeowner may be willing to pay a 

higher price for water to maintain a pristine lawn than an impoverished family is able to pay 

for drinking water. In a private market, the water would go on the lawn, and the poor family 

would go thirsty. Although California is the United States’ largest exporter of food and the 

world’s fifth<largest food producer, the San Joaquin Valley, which grows this food, is tragically 

the hungriest place in the U.S.44  Water markets will not provide water to the many poor 

residents whose wells have run dry. 

 
This result is even more evident in the case of environmental needs.45  A river cannot 

pay for its survival, and measures to use taxpayer funds to support water for waterways 

generally fail to achieve their laudable goals. Rather than solve our water challenges, markets 

“have seldom been used to accomplish significant changes in the ways water is used.”46 
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Box 2: Aftermath of the Kern Water Bank and Environmental Water Account 
 

The goal of the Kern Water Bank was to protect fish by storing water that could be used to 

supplement Delta deliveries, allowing biologists to slow pumping during critical times for fish. 

The reality was just the opposite. In the early 2000s, Delta water pumping increased rapidly, 

and exports hit record highs of over 6 million acreZfeet. The Delta estuary plunged to the 

“brink of collapse,” with Delta smelt falling to near extinction levels. FallZrun Chinook    

salmon also plummeted to record low returns just three years after the record Delta exports, 

causing the fishery to be closed for the first time in history in 2008. 
 

Adding insult to injury, private interests manipulated the taxpayerZfunded Environmental 

Water Account, a taxpayerZfunded water storage program intended to mitigate the harm 

caused by pumping from the BayZDelta. Water was purchased for the Account from a number 

of sources, including water stored in the Kern Water Bank. Resnick’s water and farm 

companies sold subsidized water at an inflated profit to the Account, taking roughly 20 cents  

of every dollar spent by taxpayers. The resulting paper shuffle of water enriched Resnick and 

other individuals, and failed to enhance environmental flows, with threatened and endangered 

species barely affected.  See Appendix 2 for more on the Kern Water Bank and Environmental 

Water Account. 
 
 
 

Indeed, markets may actually make our environmental water challenges worse by 

increasing use and demand by current water users and re<entrenching current unsustainable 

water use patterns in the state.  Many economists would argue that markets create incentives 

for “efficient” uses of water – meaning conservation of water that can then be sold to others – 

and that this behavior “creates” new water. However, these efficiency gains rarely go to 

disadvantaged communities or the environment since they are not meaningful players in the 

market. Instead, private markets allow those who can pay, like urban water districts, to 

expand water use, thereby creating more structural demand over the long<term. Thus, the 

more we push for efficient water markets, the more we may increase waterway consumption, 

rather than waterway restoration. Also, markets tend to adapt in directions that we cannot 

always predict in their search for efficient exchanges and profit maximization.47  For example, 

a market could move water from prime farmland and valued open spaces into suburban 

sprawl, which cements in water needs and potentially increases them over time. 

Appendix 2 outlines a number of examples of markets driving more, rather than less, 

use of water. For instance, through its control of (taxpayer<funded) water facilities, the Kern 

Water Bank allows agribusiness to sell water from a severely over<drafted groundwater basin 

to create water<unstable developments, such as Centennial City, proposed to include twenty< 

three thousand homes. Communities such as Mountain House similarly built on water 
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promises have seen their water supplies curtailed in drought, leaving residents scrambling for 

substitutes and developers pushing for new dams to solve a problem they helped create. 

Together development and agricultural corporations have been trading “paper water” 

contracts “to keep the severely over<stretched public water projects pumping water to the 

highest bidder.”48  These corporations are playing an Enron<like game with water and shorting 

the market with self<created, un<quenchable demands, to the detriment of people                    

and the environment that need real water to live.49 We can expect more of the same if we 

implement a market system on top of our dysfunctional and unsustainable water management 

system. 

Proponents argue that water markets “avoid the economic inefficiencies generate[d] 

by the political system of allocation dominated by a few powerful interests.”50  However, the 

opposite is true – stakeholders regularly propose predetermined directional flows of water 

and erroneously call those preferences a “market.”51  In this way, the presumed objective 

efficiency of markets has become another exercise in political allocation of water. Indeed, 

prices are often heavily subsidized for at least one partner in the exchange, information is 

often incorrect or unavailable (making what is bought unclear), players are few, and 

bargaining power is generally unbalanced. Finally, the distribution system itself is heavily 

subsidized by the public, leading some to describe these “market” transactions as no more 

than “another subsidy dressed in green.”52 

California’s nascent water market system is already quickly becoming dominated by a 

few powerful interests, in violation of the state’s fiduciary responsibility over water.53 

California’s alleged “free market” in water already has arguably become “an intensely 

negotiated (and corrupted) system set up jointly by the state, the U.S. government, and the 

San Joaquin Valley agribusiness.”54  Throughout the state, corporate interests pervade water 

districts and sway water policy. They have worked to set up insider water trading systems by 

privatizing water infrastructure, abusing subsidies, exploiting water contract entitlements, 

and creating demand through unwise private development.55  Under a system where water is 

considered private property and profit is prioritized over need, the environment, low<income 

communities, and the vision of a sustainable California suffer. 

Even water market proponents acknowledge that water markets “could have 

unintended adverse impacts on the environment, rural economies, and marginalized 

stakeholders.”56  We searched for and were unable to find a single example of an effective 

market transaction of water in California that resulted in permanent, substantial return of 

water return to a waterway or community in need. 

While some argue that water banks like the Kern Water Bank provide a way to 

recharge groundwater and alleviate impacts to local communities that same water is pumped 

out when the market desires – during drought – at the worst time for the environment and 

local communities who depend on groundwater.57  Local groundwater users alleged in one 
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suit that while the Kern Water bank investors were pumping away, local wells dried up, 

forcing residents to scramble for loans to pay for deeper wells or even lose their home.58  One 

resident noted that during the 2007 drought, the water table dropped 115 feet in only three 

years.59  In general, surface water transfers are likely to increase groundwater pumping while 

simultaneously decreasing recharge, both of which will lower the water table over time,60 

increasing pumping costs and risking the continued viability of the aquifer.61 

Finally, the market<based reallocation of water from individual farms to cities cannot 

be viewed as simply a win<win for the individual farmer and the city. The exchange can create 

externalities that can devastate local communities. These include loss of farming jobs, loss of 

non<farming jobs associated with farming communities, reduction in the number of farmers 

paying to keep up a shared irrigation system (which requires a certain number of users for 

viability), unemployment related burdens on governance, and a drawdown of shared 

groundwater if the seller switches to groundwater use.62 

In sum, the unexamined but significant externalities inherent a water market belie 

assertions of their benefits in addressing the needs of the environment and disadvantaged 

communities. In particular, who gets water use rights first, and how much, has a “major 

effect” on position and bargaining power of different parties.63  A system that allocates ever< 

more water to the water wealthy will perpetuate and inflate these inequalities. The better 

political exercise is a broad conversation about water management among all Californians, 

one that includes strong voices for the waterways themselves. 

If Used, Water Exchanges Must Be Restricted to Fixed 

Water Supplies and Clear Social Goals 

As illustrated by the above examples, even if markets could work in theory for a public 

necessity like water, it will not work in practice in California. A statewide water market 

layered onto our current allocation system is destined to continue the dysfunctional status 

quo. However, re<allocations or exchanges within a basin could be used to more efficiently 

allocate water, so long as threshold environmental and basic human needs are safeguarded.64
 

For example, minimum instream flows or maximum overall diversion amounts could be set 

with specific social and ecological goals in mind; e.g., to improve waterway flows, build in 

precaution in light of climate change predictions, or prioritize water for a local community’s 

basic needs. Other users of the water could, in theory, trade the allocation remaining after 

these needs are first met, as long as the original social and ecological goals were achieved, the 

amount of diversion did not increase, and externalities were addressed.65  This, however, is 

not the “market” process in place or being considered today. 
 

Ultimately, California’s water goal should not be to “have a water market.” And, if water 

exchanges are to be used as one tool to achieve sustainable ecological and social water use 
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goals, then exchanges must be used only in limited circumstances and cannot continue to be 

used to prioritize water for profit. We must constantly steward water toward larger societal 

and ecological goals, or we violate the trust that underlies the state’s responsibility as trustees 

of California’s water. This responsibility requires us to revisit our existing relationship with 

water, which is the overarching question before us and the issue we take up next. 
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REVISITING OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH WATER 

 
“The present and future wellZbeing and prosperity of the state depend upon the conservation of 

its lifeZgiving waters . . . the very life blood of its existence.” – Calif. Supreme Court66 

 

Transforming Our Values and Water Governance to 

Meet 21st-Century Challenges 

In the face of growing water challenges and increasingly antiquated water 

management systems,67 we need to begin to “transform our relationship with water”68 and 

“change entrenched [water governance] systems.”69 Such appeals for sweeping action reflect 

the broad scope of the problems before us. We cannot simply tinker at the edges of the 

system. Instead, we need to dig inside, starting with the water frame from which we view our 

challenges and develop our solutions. Ethics, an under<utilized but essential tool, helps us 

reframe our current, destructive paradigms around water and guide us to a successful path 

forward.70 

 
Ethics addresses the “why” in the water decisionmaking process. Just as we need 

reliable quantitative data to make solid decisions, we similarly need qualitative information 

about the motivations, habits, traditions, and ethics that drive our decisions, consciously or 

unconsciously. The ethics of our decisions are more than rhetorical. They have real impacts. 

For example, Jevons Paradox71 posits that while technological progress increases the 

efficiency with which a resource is used by reducing the amount necessary for any one use, it 

increases the rate of consumption of that resource by increasing supply and reducing price. 

The efficiency<driven increase in demand may still be less than the amount of efficiency 

savings. But it can negate the much larger savings we might have had if we had adopted a 

different water ethic, one that guided us to exercise more restraint.72 

We constantly make choices grounded in our values, whether we realize it or not. With 

respect to water, California has largely accepted the ethics of the capital market, of water 

rights driven by “market forces that reflect a narrow set of economic values and political 

pressures.”73  Such an ethical choice fails to consider the interests of all Californians and 

California’s ecosystems and species. By contrast, for example, native Californians accept 

ethical precepts that respect water as a gift, belonging to no one and shared equally by all.74 

 
California’s current water ethic, prioritizing water investments over societal and 

ecological health,75 is reinforced by the court<driven nature of much of the state’s water 

policy. The court system, though, “very often reflects the objectives and priorities of those 

with access to the courts to the exclusion of those stakeholders who do not” (including the 

environment and disadvantaged communities).76  If California continues to act within its 
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current ethical framework, we can expect only more of the same – more prioritization of 

existing, profit<driven uses over ecological needs and basic human rights, more pressure to 

avoid data collection and public transparency, and more focus on immediate water 

gratification at the expense of future generations. 

 
For example, recent expert water management reports suggest that California avoid 

mandatory conservation to minimize negative repercussions on business development,77 

conduct “endangered species triage” as a management strategy,78 and create “fish zoos” rather 

than battle species extinction.79  These recommendations are grounded in an ethic of water as 

capital, not water as life. Such an ethic will drain our waterways, lead to extinctions, and 

prevent water from meeting basic human needs. 

 
Amending the water allocation system is never considered seriously under this ethic, 

even though it is widely acknowledged to be inequitable and inefficient, because the ethic of 

water as capital seeks to preserve existing allocations for future profits and trades. Even the 

middle ground of effectively amending some water use rights through regular application of 

the waste and unreasonable use doctrine, the public trust doctrine, and other protective 

laws80 has been relatively ignored.81 

 
Alternatively, California can change its ethical course to reflect the underlying essence 

of water as life<giving and undeniably public, rather than private and for<profit. California can 

do so by explicitly incorporating values into its water governance and evaluating various 

water management alternatives against the chosen ethical framework.82 

 
One approach for developing a new water ethic is to begin with the premise that “all 

people and all living things should be given access to enough water to secure their survival 

before some get more than enough.”83 Governance based on such an ethic would work to 

ensure that water is allocated first for basic human and ecological needs.84 

 
The Human Right to Water Act (AB 685, 2012),85 for instance, states that “every human 

being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for human 

consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.” This ethic and right should be prioritized in 

agency planning, action, and accountability,86 but it is not. For example, the State Water Board 

did not incorporate water as a human basic right in their drought curtailments, and have yet to 

adopt clear policy on ensuring water as a basic human right. Implementation and enforcement 

techniques could include a policy statement on reasonable use (e.g., deep drilling that      

causes neighboring home supply wells to go dry is “unreasonable”), or funded       

adjudications. 

 
Similar ethics can be found in environmental protection laws. The ethic of the capital 

market has overridden those values, however. The environment has been the “big loser” 

during the drought “as a result of the existing water rights system. The environment has been 
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hammered, already listed threatened and endangered species are in worse shape,” and the 

water allocation system has not responded to these needs.87  To overcome this barrier to 

protecting the lifeblood of the state, California should consider expanding its ethical 

framework to include not just the human right to basic water needs, but also the ethic that 

waterways “have intrinsic rights to exist and we have an intrinsic responsibility to respect 

those rights.”88  As water grows scarcer, we must prioritize an ethic of sharing.89 

 

Taking Back Californians’ Power of Affirmative Choice 

Today, state decisionmakers generally allow the existing water rights priority system 

to direct water management choices, to the point where they have regularly waived 

environmental criteria and ignored needed waterway flows to prop up priorities. This need 

not be our path. We can make affirmative choices that incorporate the ethics of allocating a 

life<sustaining substance like water. We are only starting to question whether all diversions 

of water are morally the same, forgetting that we already make that choice by allowing 

currently inequitable, inefficient, and injurious diversions to continue. Water for the needs of 

the poor is disappearing as those with money dig deeper wells for profit. That is a moral 

choice, whether we own it as such or not. 

 
For example, since June 2015, growers have planted 77,000 new acres of almonds and 

27,000 acres of re<plants.90  This translates to over 300,000 acre<feet of water per year of 

water demand, every year, for decades.  Growers made that choice for Californians in 2015, in 

the fifth year of a severe drought, because to the growers, almonds are profitable. Whether 

they are the best use of California’s rapidly contested and depleted waterways and aquifers 

remains unasked and unanswered. 

We can publicly, explicitly choose social and ecological values to live by when we make 

allocation and use decisions. We do this already in land use law. Land use was first focused on 

who held title; then nuisance law and zoning were adopted. Today, we do not turn to land   

use titles every time we institute a land use regulation. Water, however, appears still mired in 

the title phase, with the focus on who has the more senior right rather than the best societal 

use of water. As with land use, regulating water diversions is a social and ecological issue, not 

simply a market transaction. We can and should move more confidently in that direction. 

Water allocation has collective importance in California. Rather than continue to de 

facto choose existing water allocations that hurt Californians and the environment and 

destabilize our water supply, we can affirmatively create new opportunities for collective 

choice and moral accountability for results.  Indeed, the courts have been supportive in this 

area, “propelling California into a new era of judicially and administratively supervised 

reallocations of its water resources, on the premise that water use is more a governmentally 

granted privilege than a privately held property right.”91  As reflected by the California 

Supreme Court, assessment of whether a water use is reasonable “cannot be resolved in vacuo 
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isolated from statewide considerations of transcendent importance,” including the 

“paramount” consideration of the “ever increasing need for the conservation of water.”92 

We are not prisoners to our existing water allocation structure. We can take back our 

power of thoughtful, informed choice based on social and ecological criteria. We can choose 

to do this carefully, based on our values, or we can let climate change and commodification do 

it for us, in ways we may not like. We can choose to protect small towns and fish populations 

over further expansion of massive corporate farms. We can choose to prioritize growing 

healthy food for local (low greenhouse gas) consumption, over exporting luxury foods or 

heavily subsidized animal feed.  We could support land retirement for positive social uses, 

such as wildlife habitat. We can do all this under existing law, including through the waste 

and unreasonable use doctrine, the public trust doctrine, and other protective measures that 

ensure that California’s waters are respected for their life<sustaining essence.93 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO MOVE TOWARD HOLISTIC 

THINKING AND DECISIVE ACTION 

Our preferred water “solutions” today reinforce century<old water decisions that may 

make little sense under current conditions. Climate change, population growth, changes in 

patterns of water use, rapid species declines, and other pressures challenge us to create new, 

holistic water governance models that include the needs of all users, including the natural 

world. These models may acknowledge the water allocations that decisionmakers prioritize 

now. However, responsibility to present and future generations demands that we cannot 

continue to blindly defer to the governance status quo. 

 
From California’s beginning as a state, “water system development did not adequately 

provide for the consideration of instream and environmental values . . . Instead, the emphasis 

was on private property rights over public rights, reflecting the prevalent thinking of the 

time.”94 Because the water agencies were formed when California was rapidly developing, 

their design was based upon facilitating water consumption. One commentator has noted: 

 
The water agencies began as captured agencies and, even with the beginning 

stirrings of reform, they remained captured agencies. Their principal 

business remains the protection and advocacy of rights granted. . . The basic 

problem . . . is the insular nature of the water allocation decisionmaking 

process. Decisions are made by those who want to capture water, without 

any comprehensive analysis of the external impacts. This one<dimensional 

approach to water resource management causes unsound decisionmaking 

when viewed in the broader context of sustainable watershed management.95 

 
Over the last century, the water governance system continued functioning in large part 

because new and additional water supplies eased potential shortages and conflicts among 

users.96  However, future supplies will dwindle from over<extraction, aging infrastructure, and 

climate change, making this governance approach an anachronism.97 

 
Decisions will need to be made that affect existing water rights, and those decisions 

must begin now in order to stave off permanent injury, most notably extinctions. Though it is 

transparently logical that fish need flows for survival, pushback on flows for fish continues, 

even in the face of increasing threats of extinction.  Strategies for getting water                    to 

fish often seek to reduce conflict with existing water use rights.  The voices of those most 

impacted the water rights system – fish and waterways, as well as disadvantaged 

communities – are mute by comparison.  Ad hoc solutions, such as isolated water 

purchases, occasional fish rescues, and periodic monitoring cannot substitute for 

meaningful planning for waterway needs in the short< and long<term as an integral part of 

the state’s water governance. 
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The focus on prioritizing senior (and where possible in the ongoing drought, junior) 

water allocation priorities regardless of the use of the water, to the detriment of 

environmental and human needs, reflects a lack of equity and justice that is becoming more 

visible each drought year. Some water use rights holders stridently uphold this inequity, 

asserting, for example, that “[t]here is no health and safety exception to the water rights 

system,” and “[t]here is no way senior water rights holders are going to share the pain.”98 

 
Our current water governance system is reactionary rather than proactive;99 is 

implemented without verifiable, real<time data; prioritizes increasing water supply and water 

consumption while ignoring ecological thresholds;100 and treats water as a private commodity 

rather than the public, life<supporting good that it is. Reforms are needed, but they cannot 

continue to be made on an ad hoc basis. We need to take a thoughtful, broad, holistic view of 

our water governance system in light of the evolving understanding of water as life, as public, 

as environmental good – and incorporate the ethics of that understanding into our 

decisionmaking. 

 
The state can begin to take these next steps by: 

 
 Applying readily available but vastly under<utilized protective legal doctrines, 

such as the waste and unreasonable use and public trust doctrines; 

 Developing and prioritizing instream water rights, to ensure that waterways’ 

needs are highlighted in decisionmaking; 

 Funding comprehensive data<gathering efforts on surface flows, groundwater 

levels, and water withdrawals and uses; 

 Enforcing water use rights violations, including allowing for direct penalties for 

violating water right permits, and creating a streamlined process to act on 

violations of the waste and unreasonable use doctrine; and 

 Simultaneously increasing agricultural and urban water efficiency and reducing 

demand, so that efficiency savings are not simply translated into more use. 

 
These tools can be used to build ecological water governance from the ground up, 

with the state sponsoring local water policy discussions that involve broad citizen 

representation, rather than just professional water experts and large water stakeholders. 

This will be critical to transform state policy from one in which water is treated as a 

private good and allocated to entrenched interests, to one where water is treated as a 

public and environmental good essential to the health of all life in California. 
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Waste and Unreasonable Use Doctrine 

By law, “no water rights are inviolable; all water rights are subject to governmental 

regulation.”101  Yet decisionmakers currently pay relatively little attention to some of the most 

powerful of these regulations, the waste and unreasonable use doctrine. 

 
The waste and unreasonable use doctrine is a “fundamental limitation on the exercise 

of water rights.”102  Water Code Section 275 requires the State Water Board to “prevent waste, 

unreasonable use, unreasonable method of use, or unreasonable method of diversion of water 

in this state.”103  The California Constitution similarly provides that “the right to water or to  

the use or flow of water in or from any natural stream or water course in this State is and shall 

be limited to such water as shall be reasonably required for the beneficial use to be served, 

and such right does not and shall not extend to the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable 

method of use or unreasonable method of diversion of water.”104  Even if there are vested  

water use rights, courts have refused to recognize a property right in the wasteful or 

unreasonable use, method of use, or method of diversion of water.105 

 
The definition of an “unreasonable” use of water is not static; it “changes with 

circumstances, including the passage of time.”106  A water use that is reasonable in times of 

high precipitation, for example, may be unreasonable in times of drought.107  The state 

Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) recommended that the state implement its reasonable use 

requirements to “better reflect scarcity of resources,” in part through reconsideration of state 

water allocation policy. The LAO adds that current water allocation strategies are “based on 

outdated policy that is in need of reform.”108 

 
The state is not unequivocally bound by prior water allocation decisions. We have the 

power to reconsider those allocations in light of new circumstances.109  California has changed 

significantly in the last 100 years, with 36 million more people, entirely different systems of 

agriculture and industry, climate change, and escalating environmental degradation. What is 

considered wasteful and unreasonable use accordingly needs to evolve to meet societal and 

ecological goals. For example, new permanent crops in basins with declining groundwater 

could be considered unreasonable based on the doctrine.  It is not reasonable to plant 

permanent crops that will need water for three decades over – at best – an uncertain water 

supply. 

 
Redirection of wasteful and unreasonable uses of water towards basic human and 

environmental needs should be a priority in developing and implementing the state’s water 

vision and policy. Craig M. Wilson, long<time Chief Counsel of the State Water Board and later 

the state’s Delta Watermaster, declared that “the inefficient use of water is an unreasonable 

use of water,” and that the waste and unreasonable use doctrine “can comprehensively 

address the inefficient use of water in California.”110 
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Mr. Wilson recommended that the state employ the reasonable use doctrine proactively 

(rather than solely in enforcement actions) to promote more efficient water use or methods of 

use.111  He recommended more specifically that the doctrine be used to:112 

 
 Create a Reasonable Water Use Unit within the State Water Board’s Division of Water 

Rights, which would enforce the prohibition against the waste or unreasonable use of 

water, with a focus on using doctrine to promote more efficient use of water in a wide 

variety of settings; 

 Streamline the procedures for enforcement actions against waste and unreasonable 

use, starting with the issuance of a Cease and Desist Order; 

 Conduct one or more adjudicatory proceeding(s) regarding inefficient agricultural 

water use; 

 Employ the reasonable use doctrine to promote more efficient agricultural water use 

or methods of use, including water delivery system/irrigation scheduling 

improvements and improved conservation practices; and 

 Revise state water plans to specifically incorporate the efficient use of water, pursuant 

to the doctrine. 

 
The waste and unreasonable use provisions can provide important guidance in 

allocating water first toward need, and then towards efficient and equitable allocation 

priorities (i.e., that maximize social and environmental well<being) after basic needs are met. 

As recommended by the state Legislative Analyst’s Office, the “enactment of legislation to 

provide an updated, comprehensive definition of the reasonable use of water to be used in the 

water rights permitting process would be a beneficial first step” in the process to “realign the 

water rights system to better reflect modern needs and circumstances.”113 

 

Public Trust Doctrine 

The public trust doctrine similarly provides a powerful yet under<utilized tool to 

allocate the public’s water in the public interest.114  As with the waste and unreasonable use 

doctrine, “no party can acquire a vested right to appropriate water in a manner harmful to 

public trust interests.”115  Additionally, “the state has ‘an affirmative duty’ to take the public 

trust into account in regulating water use by protecting public trust uses whenever feasible,” 

including when making planning decisions and water allocations.116  Some have argued that 

the “recognition of the public trust doctrine in water law is the single strongest statement that 

historic uses must accommodate modern needs.”117 

 
Like the waste and unreasonable use doctrine, the public trust doctrine evolves over 

time according to changing social values. The California Supreme Court has ruled that “[t]he 

doctrine is ‘sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public needs,’” and accordingly 

California need not be limited to “apply[ing] the doctrine according to an outmoded 

classification.”118  While the doctrine was initially applied only to protect navigable waters, 
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the courts have repeatedly extended it to protect wildlife,119 recreational and ecological 

values,120 and species and tidelands.121  When making allocation decisions, the state has an 

affirmative obligation to protect these public trust systems. 

 
Despite the importance of the public trust doctrine in protecting the public’s water, the 

number of public trust doctrine actions to protect waterways has been relatively low. The 

groundbreaking Audubon public trust case, addressing Mono Lake,122 has proven to be the 

exception rather than the model. Critical waterways such as the Bay<Delta Estuary continue 

to suffer in the face of under<utilization of the doctrine, despite decades of discussions. The 

decline in populations of Delta Smelt, Chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead, tule perch, 

and other native species over the last several decades has been well documented and widely 

recognized.123  The Brown Administration has acknowledged that “the status quo in the Delta 

is unacceptable.”124   And the State Water Board has recognized that “[t]he best available 

science suggests that current flows are insufficient to protect public trust resources.”125 

However, meaningful action under the public trust doctrine still remains to be taken in the 

Delta. 

 
Facilitation of water transfers and markets, which is gaining increasing traction as a 

water management strategy, focuses the state “myopically on the areas of export and import,” 

rather than its “constitutional public trust responsibilities and its regulatory obligations.”126 

While transfers may be a useful tool in limited circumstances involving planned, fixed water 

quantities, they must implement an overarching water vision and plan, not substitute for it. 

 
Stronger enforcement of the state’s public trust responsibilities is critical to planning 

and acting for the future health of our waterways. This has included targeted litigation as 

needed, but some scholars also believe that “an administrative forum can be a promising focus 

for [public trust] reform,” through “more effective integration into the larger system of 

administrative environmental law.”127  Recommendations for more streamlined and effective 

administrative application of the public trust doctrine include such strategies as: 

 
 Instituting a default schedule at the State Water Board for periodically reviewing the 

public trust impacts of existing water use rights;128 

 Establishing a policy at the State Water Board of reconsidering public trust obligations 

any time a federal decisionmaking process involves an assessment of the public trust 

impacts of existing water rights;129 

 Obligating water users to participate in or provide financial support for an ongoing 

monitoring program that assists the State Water Board in fulfilling its obligation to 

continuously reevaluate water uses;130 

 Enabling the State Water Board to demand information from water users whose 

activities may create significant public trust impacts;131 and 
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 Requiring the State Water Board to better apply information – such as from ESA 

Section 7 consultations – about the public trust impacts of water use under pre< 

established rights.132 

 

Instream Water Rights 

Despite the fragility of California’s water<dependent ecosystems, its long dry spells, 

and its escalating number of threatened and endangered aquatic species, water governance 

over the last century and a half continues to be driven largely by a “first in time, first in right” 

race that rarely accounts in practice for environmental needs. People may hold rights to 

divert water from waterways for human uses, but waterways have no equivalent rights to 

retain clean water sufficient to maintain their health, or the health of their dependent 

ecosystems and species. 

 
Waterways’ needs are addressed only indirectly, through such methods as conditions 

in permits, requirements to prevent waste and unreasonable use, Section 5937 water 

releases,133 and the public trust doctrine. None of these otherwise important tools have been 

enforced in any meaningful way, in part because they are not on par with actual water use 

rights. The result has been a dangerously well<trod path of use, overuse, environmental 

decline, and hasty, ineffective reaction. 

 
This pattern can only begin to be broken by recognizing waterways’ right to be at the 

planning table from the beginning, rather than at the end after the die is cast and the damage 

is done. If water rights are the legal system by which water is allocated to humans, then the 

law should also recognize the inherent rights of rivers to flow, and the rights of fish to swim. 

Such laws would level the playing field for waterways and better guide us to modify our 

behavior to reflect their needs. 

 
The relative lack of attention in water law to instream needs only reinforces 

California’s antiquated prioritization of existing water rights based on seniority. Change can 

occur now in California to recognize instream water rights through existing regulatory 

mandates.134  In addition, other jurisdictions specifically recognize the inherent rights of 

waterways to flow in law.  Examples, such as Santa Monica’s aquifer rights ordinance, 

Oregon’s instream water rights program, and Ecuador’s constitutional amendment for 

nature’s rights, are discussed further in Appendix 3. 

 

Data Collection and Transparency 

Whatever legal tools we use, we must as a state focus far more attention on the 

development and distribution of water data. Information, including real<time information, is 

critical to effective decisionmaking, but has been relegated to low<priority status in California. 

As reported by the state’s Little Hoover Commission, the state “lacks the comprehensive view 
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of water use and demand needed for meaningful management and long<term planning.”135 

Missing information includes: 

 
 Minimum flow needs of surface waters (including species) and aquifers statewide, and 

at specific times of significance. These flow needs must be incorporated into water 

allocation decisions. Key priorities for immediate action (such as completely dry 

waterways and/or critical habitat for threatened fish) should be identified and 

addressed swiftly, such as through interim flow proxies as flow needs are being 

developed.136 

 How much water is withdrawn and how much is put back, and where and for what 

purposes. 

 Who holds what kind of proven water use rights and for what activities. 

 How much water is withdrawn illegally (and where and how much), and which 

enforcement efforts are needed and ongoing. 

 Which communities require additional clean water consistent with AB 685’s human 

right to water, and what is the schedule for and status of action on these priorities. 

 Best estimates of the impacts of climate change and droughts on water supplies and 

sources, and needed precautionary cushions (such as on water allocations) to prevent 

and minimize such impacts. This should be regularly course<corrected based on 

updated data. 

 
Importantly, all water accounting information should be made publicly available, in the 

interests of transparency and efficient management of the public’s water.137  Studies have 

shown that the public strongly considers water information and applies that information in its 

policies preferences. For example, Stanford University’s Hoover Institution found in a recent 

study that: 

 
. . . with no information, only 29 percent favor and 39 percent oppose 

reallocating agricultural water. When told that agriculture currently uses 40 percent of 

California's water, 38 percent favored and 36 percent opposed. When a third group  

was told that agriculture uses 80 percent of the water put to human use in California, 

the numbers shifted to 47 percent in favor and 30 percent opposed.138 

 
Moreover, real<time data helps people feel more connected to the waters of the state, 

further increasing the likelihood of their active engagement on an issue of such importance. 

One suggestion that has been made is to approach interested utilities to include river flows 

and species with customer water information, to tie the consumer with the range of interests 

and values associated with water. The public can and should be an integral partner in state 

planning and action around water. Information is critical to their meaningful engagement, 

and should be a top priority for the state. 
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Enforcement 

The state must prioritize enforcement and make it more streamlined and equitable. 

The state’s ability to enforce against water quality violations far exceeds its authority to 

enforce against water use rights violations – yet both are integral to the health of waterways. 

As the U.S. Supreme Court has concluded, the distinction between water quality and quantity 

is “artificial” because (logically) “a sufficient lowering of the water quantity in a body of water 

could destroy all of its designated uses, be it for drinking water, recreation, navigation or . . . a 

fishery.”139 

 
Despite the critical importance of meaningful enforcement, funding remains 

inadequate and reforms have been few, particularly as compared with more developed 

enforcement structures such as in Australia.140  Among other reforms, California must 

enhance enforcement in the water use rights arena by:141 

 
 Allowing for direct penalties for violation of the terms and conditions of a water right 

permit or license; and 

 Creating a streamlined process to act on violations of the constitutional prohibition 

against the waste or unreasonable use of water. 

 
Even where the state does take enforcement action, there is often a long time lag 

before the water violation ceases and water can be returned to waterways. Adjusting existing 

water use rights on behalf of waterways after a successful legal action can take years under 

existing regulations. This is the reason the State Water Board adopted, under the 

Administration’s emergency drought authority, injunctions on water withdrawals pursuant to 

curtailment proceedings (that is, to prevent delays in implementation due to the lengthy 

appeals processes allowed under current regulations.) Significant attention needs to be paid  

to this obstacle to water reform to ensure streamlined implementation of legal mandates to 

put needed water back into streams. 

 

Conserving Water and Reducing Demand on Waterways 

The state can and must invest now in aggressive, diversified strategies to reduce 

demand and increase supply in cost<effective, efficient ways. First, both urban efficiency and 

agricultural efficiency should be mandated. Given that agriculture consumes up to 80% of 

California's developed water supply,142 any meaningful efforts to reduce water use across the 

state, increase the amount of water in waterways, and address the needs of water<poor 

communities must include stricter controls on agricultural water use. For example, improved 

irrigation efficiency is both essential and possible.143  Conservation also needs to be applied 

broadly, as Australia discovered in reacting to its Millennium Drought.144  All Californians 

need to take part in the conservation and stewardship of their waters. 
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Water use efficiency improvements need also to be tied to specific policies that ensure 

that increases in availability do not translate to increases in demand. For example, the state 

could tie water allocations to water conservation technology, much as the Clean Water Act 

technology<based standards force dischargers into ever<better wastewater controls. The 

waste and unreasonable use doctrine could help achieve this shift. The Legislative Analyst’s 

Office opined on this topic, recommending that the state: 

 
. . . undertake a concerted effort to realign the water rights system to better reflect 

modern needs and circumstances. For example, . . . where water is required for 

agricultural purposes, the water right should mirror only the amount of water needed to 

grow a crop using available water efficiency technology. Similarly, urban water rights 

should reflect the use of costZeffective water conservation and efficiency measures. By 

realigning water conservation and efficiency efforts with water rights, overuse of water 

simply to maintain a water right could be reduced and that water would be available 

for other purposes . . . This modernization of the water rights system could start [with] 

the enactment of legislation to provide an updated, comprehensive definition of the 

‘reasonable use’ of water to be used in the water rights permitting process.145 

 
Improvements in conservation, such as seen during the recent, State Water Board<mandated 

urban conservation directive, should be tied to new water allocation structures that prevent 

the backsliding California witnessed after the mandatory conservation restrictions were 

lifted.146 

 
Water efficiency and conservation improvements can be combined with recycling and 

reuse measures to see even more savings, with studies finding up to 14 million acre<feet of 

water per year available through recycling, efficiency measures,147 and stormwater reuse.148 

The Los Angeles Economic Development Corporation ranked conservation and “local 

stormwater capture” as the most cost<effective, energy efficient, relatively immediate water 

sources available to Southern California.149  A publicly transparent focus on using such 

strategies first will avoid the experiences of Australia, where 

 
. . . careful planning . . . was set aside by political decisions . . . result[ing] in 

over<investment in large<scale infrastructure that is expensive, energy< 

intensive, subject to unfavorable contractual terms, and in many cases not 

actually used, resulting in costly stranded assets that will need to be paid for 

by the community for decades, well ahead of when they may be needed.150 

 
Rather than over<investment in energy intensive and large<scale infrastructure, which also 

takes significant time to ensure water rewards to waterways and communities, the state 

Legislative Analyst’s Office recommends using a “least cost, highest gain” approach, in which 

the state places urban and agricultural efficiency at the top of the strategy list.151 
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Figure 2: Assessing Southern California Water Strategies152 
 

 

 
Despite their proven, substantial benefits, measures to cost<effectively decrease 

demand and consumption of water have not been prioritized to the extent necessary to solve 

California’s water crisis, and certainly have not been implemented across all users. In 2015, 

NRDC issued a report grading California with a B in urban water conservation and efficiency, 

B< in recycling and reuse, D in stormwater capture and reuse, and D in agricultural water 

conservation and efficiency.153  By contrast, Australia spent billions on successful urban 

retrofits and efficiency that created permanent, meaningful changes, not temporary changes 

that vary with the issuance of state mandatory conservation decrees. 

 
Further, California has paid relatively little attention to how water is being used. The 

recent planting of tens of thousands of new acres of water<intensive crops – during a drought 

and over uncertain groundwater supplies – would have received more scrutiny if the state 

were serious about effectively attending to its water challenges. Australia’s water 

management policies effectively fallowed a significant part of their irrigated land, a strategy 

that has yet to be considered in California at even close to the level in Australia.154 

Finally, the state has yet to seriously consider measures to redirect conserved water – 

particularly water conserved with public funds – back to environmental uses.155  For example, 

at least some significant portion of water conserved with public funds (such as Proposition 1 

bond funds) should be permanently dedicated to instream use with the original priority date. 

Requiring that some or all conserved water remains instream will help ensure that publicly< 
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funded flow restoration projects are not negated by new, off<stream consumption. Oregon 

has successfully implemented this type of model through its Allocation of Conserved Water 

Program, which allocates back instream at least 25 percent (after mitigating effects on other 

legal water users) of water conserved through certain activities.156  California should 

implement similar approaches as appropriate. 
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CONCLUSION: WATER GOVERNANCE FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY 

The state’s water management structure is woefully inadequate and will fail to support 

the needs of the environment and communities in the face of coming challenges. While we 

must significantly enhance implementation of important tools such as the waste and 

unreasonable use and public trust doctrines, improve data collection and distribution, 

increase enforcement, and implement sound conservation strategies, these steps will not be 

enough to ensure sustainable water management and healthy waterways. More holistic, 

thoughtful, and values<driven planning for California’s water future – by Californians – is 

needed. 

 
This is a challenge to which Californians must now rise. A 21st century solution to 

modern problems requires asking both the “why” and the “how” of managing water. Water 

management in the hands of the water experts is about the “how” of managing water. The 

“why” questions – those that address values and vision – “need to be asked, debated, and 

resolved by civil society, all of us together.”157  To reflect the needs of society as a whole, 

including future generations, we need the ordinary people of California to have their voices 

heard in the decisionmaking, rather than leave it to the “powerful elite”158 or to those seeking 

ever<broader privatized control of water. Democratic accountability for the protection of the 

state’s water future is key, and the public must not only be part of that discussion, but active 

participants in ensuring that agreements are implemented. 

 
Moreover, we need to ensure input from a diversity of people and disciplines.159  For 

example, sociologists were crucial to transforming the conversation about climate change 

worldwide. They similarly can help create new, ethical, factual frames around water for the 

modern era. Further, because values do not make themselves readily visible in traditional 

water policymaking forums, efforts for water reform should reach out for broad input, rather 

than convene primarily around water experts.160 

 
Finally, the waterways themselves should be represented in such discussions. For 

example, the state could appoint independent “guardians”161 – such as water masters with 

scientific expertise – to speak for the waterways’ interests (as opposed to defining waterway 

requirements based on desired human demands). 

 
How do we begin this discussion? The state currently does not have a structure to 

encourage it, but movement forward can nonetheless start now. For example, statewide 

polling efforts can be conducted both to inform water managers as to public perceptions 

about water, and to educate the public on water issues. The results can help create and 

bolster necessary political will. Local pilot programs, such as town hall discussions on how to 

move toward water sustainability and improve self<sufficiency, can provide other first steps. 
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Appendix 4 also illuminates lessons from past water commission reports, California's energy 

crisis and subsequent reforms, and redistricting in California to help us transform water 

governance. 

 
Will we as Californians choose to define “highest need” through a values<blind 

economic system? Or will we recognize the public nature of water, to be allocated first to 

sustain the waterways that sustain us, and ensure that we care for all Californians? This paper 

has argued for the latter path. We must forge a new California water ethic, one that charts a 

successful path for the future by embracing the values of stewardship and care. 
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Appendix 1: Current Water Management Strategies 

and Gaps 

Strategy: Markets 

Water markets ostensibly “enable [] the temporary, long<term, or permanent transfer 

of the rights to use water in exchange for compensation.”162  They have been presented as a 

silver bullet to California’s pressing water challenges. But the implication that water markets 

will help bring stability and efficiency to California’s water system is based on a suite of 

unquestioned assumptions. In fact, water markets in practice simply reallocate water uses 

and, in doing so, can actually increase consumptive demand. 

 
For example, if an urban developer purchases water from an agricultural user who 

switches crops or fallows land, this market transaction brings new, relatively inelastic 

residential demand online, rather than conserved supply that could have been used to satisfy 

the unmet needs of natural systems or existing, under<served human communities. This 

pattern reinforces the inequities and inefficiencies of the existing water allocation system, 

which itself ignores water’s nature as a life<giving substance that the state holds in trust for 

all. Markets as a system are inherently antithetical to the state’s mandatory fiduciary 

responsibility. Specific examples of the inherent incongruity between a public and 

environmental good like water, and the workings of the market system as defined by 

economists, are provided in Appendix 2. 

 

Strategy: 1707 Transfers 

Water Code Section 1707 transfers allow any water use rights holder to petition for a 

change in use for purposes of “preserving or enhancing wetlands habitat, fish and wildlife 

resources, or recreation in, or on, the water.”163  Such a transfer will be approved as long as it 

does not increase the amount of water the person is entitled to use and it does not 

unreasonably affect any legal user of water.164 

 
However, the provision has not had the desired effect in improving instream flows. 

Over the past two decades, just 37 petitions for 1707 instream water transfers have been 

sought from the State Water Board.165  Of these, 35 have been approved, with 16 of the 35 for 

long<term or permanent dedication.166  Moreover, most of the approved environmental water 

transfers have involved relatively small volumes of water, raising the question of how 

effective this tool has been at actually increasing instream flows in a way that meaningfully 

impacts the environment.167 

 
There are several potential reasons that the 1707 transfers have not been widely used, 

including a relatively lengthy approval process,168 funding issues, and uncertain 
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environmental results. First, on average the state approval process is 16 months for 

permanent and long<term transfers and over four months for short<term transfers, which is 

especially problematic since short<term dedications are only valid for a year or less.169 

Approval processes take even longer for smaller dedications by NGOs and individuals,170 as 

opposed to larger transferring entities such as the Bureau of Reclamation, federal agencies, 

and water districts. Second, a lack of funding and tax incentives for instream dedications has 

deterred instream dedications (unlike similar land conservation easement dedications, 

instream flow dedications are not tax deductible).171 

 
Finally, specific instream dedications and transfers are unlikely to have a large impact 

on species and ecosystem protection without broader water governance changes. Because 

there are no set guidelines on monitoring of instream dedication projects, there are relatively 

little data on their efficacy. Where there are data, however, the efficacy in improving 

conditions with environmental transfers so far has been low.172 

 
For example, the Environmental Water Account (EWA),173 a large, taxpayer<funded 

program created in 1999 to provide environmental managers with supplemental flows to 

support the Delta’s threatened and endangered native fish species, failed to thwart the 

collapse of these fish populations174 despite over $158 million spent in the first five years.175 

Based on available data, the program likely increased the survival of winter<run Chinook 

salmon by only 0 to 6 percent, adult delta smelt by 0 to 1 percent, and juvenile Delta smelt by 

only 2 to 4 percent.176   As discussed in Appendix 2, this result occurred in part because of 

misuse of EWA funds that allowed at least tens of millions in funds to be siphoned away for 

paper water with no environmental benefit. In spite of this questionable efficacy, and the lack 

of guidelines to measure the cost<effectiveness of 1707 transfers or other environmental 

water transactions,177 Proposition 1 provides nearly $200 million for stream flow 

enhancements that include environmental water transactions.178  More attention needs to be 

paid to the expenditure of such limited public funds to ensure they result in permanent, long< 

term instream flows. 

 
In sum, while some transfers have been successful at protecting certain localized 

stream reaches or parts of fish runs, these efforts by themselves have not been as impactful as 

policymakers had hoped. Broader water governance reforms are needed, with transfers as 

one tool, not the main strategy, for improving waterway and aquatic species health.179 

 

Strategy: Curtailments 

The State Water Board has the authority to issue curtailments that command particular 

users to stop diverting surface water, authority it has used almost exclusively to protect   

senior water rights holders. When there is insufficient water available to meet the demand of 

all users in a watershed, as was the case in the recent drought, water use rights are curtailed in 

order of seniority – the most junior water use rights holders are the first to be told to stop 
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diverting water in order to protect the rights of more senior right holders. The State Water 

Board curtailed water use rights throughout California during the 1976<77 drought, as well 

during the 1987<88 drought.180  The State Water Board then curtailed junior water use rights 

in 2014,181 and both junior and some senior water use rights in 2015.182 

 
The State Water Board has curtailed diversions to protect uses other than those 

associated with senior water use rights only once: in 2014, the State Water Board adopted 

drought emergency regulations183 to protect threatened species of anadromous fish on three 

creeks (Mill, Deer, and Antelope) by stipulating minimum instream flow requirements.184 

 
The high bar for curtailments to protect environmental uses (or junior water rights 

holders, or the public) contrasts sharply with the policy of protecting senior water use rights 

under essentially all circumstances, simply because of asserted seniority and regardless of the 

fairness or societal impacts of such decisions. The flawed ethics of this approach has made 

water curtailment actions “highly controversial”:  

 
Many water users questioned the fairness of curtailments, which . . . failed to 

consider the efficiency of use and other factors.  Critics also argued that the board 

did not identify amounts required to meet urgent public health and safety needs or 

the needs of the environment.  By law, these factors must be considered along with 

seniority, and in some circumstances they may take precedence over water 

rights.185 

 
The Water Board has significant authority to subordinate senior water use rights to 

other environmental and social needs based on the “reasonable use” requirement of the 

California Constitution (Article X, Section 2), the Public Trust Doctrine, Fish and Game Code 

Section 5937, the federal and state Endangered Species Acts, and other laws.186  As observed 

by decisionmakers, 

 
The recent experience with curtailments has highlighted important gaps in both 

common understanding and practice regarding protections for public health and safety 

and the environment in the surface water allocation process.  Although these public 

interests can take precedence over water rights seniority, the water board has lacked a 

systematic policy on how to factor them into the curtailment process.187 

 
Development of this “systemic policy” to account for public and environmental interests in 

water is essential if California is to be prepared to weather the water challenges to come, 

particularly in the face of climate change. 
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Strategy: Temporary Urgency Change Petitions 

The State Water Board’s demonstrated preference for implementation strategies that 

prioritize senior water use rights holders over the environment and disadvantaged 

communities also extends to waiving environmental flow and water quality standards. The 

state has waived such standards dozens of times during the drought through approval of 

“Temporary Urgency Change Petitions” (TUCPs) by water rights holders, who filed to ensure 

they would keep receiving expected water.188   TUCPs attempt to waive Clean Water Act and 

other requirements under the assertion of a drought “emergency,”189 despite the fact that 

droughts regularly occur in California.190  TUCPs allow increased withdrawals from 

waterways than would otherwise be prohibited under water quality and flow standards, even 

where species extinctions are imminent. 

 
From early 2014 to July 2015, a total of 38 TUCPs were filed. Out of these 38, only 

three were denied.191  Most approved TUCPs were for changes in flow requirements to allow 

continued diversions from already<stressed waterways. Some TUCP orders also included 

waivers of water quality standards, including temperature and dissolved oxygen standards. 

According to Water Board staff, these changes shifted more than one million acre<feet of 

water from habitat support to agricultural and urban use.192  Lawsuits asserting the illegality 

of these actions are pending, arguing that the waivers attempt to effectively change water 

quality standards in violation of law.193 

 

Strategy: Desalination 

California has also been looking to desalination as a potential answer to water 

challenges. However, as described further in Appendix 2, this solution involves high 

infrastructure costs,194 intensive energy use, high energy input costs, high greenhouse gas 

emissions, detrimental marine impacts, and potential privatization of the urban water supply 

system.195  Experts estimate that desalination uses 15,000 kWh per million gallons of water 

produced, making it is one of the most energy intensive and expensive ways of procuring 

fresh water.196 To the extent electricity is fossil fuel<based, desalination increases greenhouse 

gas emissions and exposes consumers to energy price volatility. 

 
The desalination process is also detrimental to marine ecosystems. All of the operating 

and proposed plants in California discharge highly concentrated saline brine, which also 

contains toxic chemical additives and heavy metals.197  When brine is disposed into the ocean, 

it is typically twice the salinity of ocean water, and so it sinks to the ocean floor, depleting 

dissolved oxygen levels and affecting fragile marine ecosystems.198  When desalination plants 

use open ocean intake systems, as proposed for all significant regional facilities now under 

consideration, marine organisms are killed or injured by impingement (becoming trapped by 

the intake screen) and entrainment (where small organisms pass through the intake screen 

and are killed during processing).199 
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Finally, Australia’s costly lessons desalination plants mothballed in light of successful 

conservation and efficiency programs200 should sound a cautionary note about investing in 

desalination before fully implementing lower<cost and more effective water strategies. 

 

Gap: Effective Groundwater Oversight 

Governor Brown concluded that “it is imperative that California now take steps to 

initiate more effective management of groundwater resources” – in 1978.201  Almost 40 years 

later, the Department of Water Resources estimates that “groundwater extractions exceed 

natural recharge at a rate of approximately two million acre feet per year,”202 and that 

“groundwater levels have dropped 50 feet below historical lows, with levels in many areas in 

the San Joaquin Valley more than 100 feet below previous historic lows.”203 Excess 

groundwater pumping, especially during the drought, has led to land subsidence of more than 

a foot a year in parts of the southern Central Valley, plunging water tables and drying up 

drinking wells in rural communities.204  By July 2015, California residents had reported more 

than 2,000 dry domestic wells.205  Without reliable access to drinking water, these 

communities are typically dependent on temporary and unsustainable solutions like trucking 

in bottled water or delivering water to temporary holding tanks.206 

 
The remaining groundwater is often contaminated. Approximately 3.7 million people 

(many within rural and low income communities) who are 100 percent reliant on 

groundwater as their source for drinking water are withdrawing contaminated water.207  An 

estimated 680 community water systems in California are contaminated,208 and increased 

groundwater pumping such as seen during the current drought will worsen contamination 

problems.209 

 
In 2014, Governor Brown signed into law the Sustainable Groundwater Management 

Act (SGMA). Chapter 4 of the SGMA creates guidelines for establishing local groundwater 

sustainability agencies to manage each basin.210  The effectiveness of resulting plans is limited, 

however.  For example, any reduction in groundwater pumping determined by a management 

plan must respect existing water use rights or property rights.211  Additionally, formation of 

management agencies is not required until 2017,212 management plans do not need to be 

developed until 2020 or 2022,213 and management plans need only be written to achieve 

sustainable management within 20 years of implementation.214  Thus, even if the statutory 

timeline is rigorously followed, sustainable groundwater use will not be achieved until at least 

26 or 28 years after passage of the Act, likely too late for some communities. 

 
For example, In the Monterey County portion of the Salinas Valley, agriculture uses 

92% of the water. Agriculture had record pumping and record productions values during the 

drought, while municipal wells and small system wells went dry in 2015 and will likely go dry 

again this summer. SGMA offers no relief for this system for decades, and agricultural water 
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users are maneuvering to control the SGMA planning process, potentially in a way that 

preferences irrigation over other uses. As one local advocate offered, “It’s a race to the 

bottom.  Small communities seek state loans to drill deep wells and large farms will drill even 

deeper wells.  Small systems will be supplied with bottled water – which brings new meaning 

to the Governor’s call for shorter showers.”215 

 
Finally, even where management plans are properly and timely prepared, SGMA sets a 

protective standard so low that meaningful reform may still remain a distant hope. The 

statute defines “sustainable groundwater management” as “management and use of 

groundwater in a manner that can be maintained … without causing undesirable results.”216 

The statute then defines “undesirable results” as including “one or more of the following 

effects”: 

 
(1) Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable 

depletion of supply if continued… 

(2) Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage. 

(3) Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion. 

(4) Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality… 

(5) Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with 

surface land uses. 

(6) Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable 

adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.217 

 
In other words, SGMA plans will not ensure the long<term health of groundwater basins. 

Rather, they are only required to prevent them from being significantly and unreasonably 

drawn down and polluted – essentially the status that they exist at today. Stronger 

intervention is needed, now, including immediate moratoria on new, permanent crops in 

water<stressed  basins. 

 

Gap: Data on Water Diversions and Use 

As discussed above, it is widely accepted that “California’s water monitoring systems 

are primitive, with significant gaps in critical information.  The resulting uncertainty 

creates inefficiencies, reduces transparency, and fosters conflict.”218   Every element of the 

state’s water management system depends on readily available, up<to<date (preferably 

real<time), publicly accessible, sufficiently comprehensive data in order to work 

effectively. 

 
The water use rights system in particular requires “improved quantification . . . of 

water rights,” including “accurate knowledge of how much water is being used.”219  This 

recommendation was first made over a century ago, when the 1912 Water Commission found 

that it is “impossible” for the state to protect and regulate the waters of the people “unless it 
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knows what valid appropriations and other rights are in existence” and how much water is 

available to be granted.220   Over a century later, the state has still failed to achieve this basic 

but essential task. 

 
For example, the State Water Board issued an informational order in conjunction with 

emergency curtailments in the Russian River Valley that itself revealed at least 130 previously 

unreported and unknown surface water diversions in just that area.221  Yet even with this 

newly acquired information, the State Water Board admits that it still cannot accurately 

estimate the number of water wells, the location of the wells, or the current demand for water 

in the Russian River basin.222  It is disappointing – if not surprising – that so much is unknown 

about the water availability and use on tributaries so critical to the survival of threatened and 

endangered species in the area. Accurate data on both surface water and groundwater use 

will be critical to effectively managing our water use statewide going forward. 

 

Gap: Instream Water Rights and Protective Flow 

Standards 

As described above and in Appendix 3, the governance imbalance between waterways 

and humans must be corrected before California can achieve sustainable waterway health. 

Water law in California assigns water use rights only to humans, for diversions out of the 

waterway to serve human uses. Yet how can we assert rights to something that does not itself 

have a parallel right to exist? Like other state and national governments, California must 

consider development of a system of prioritized instream water rights for waterways to 

address this imbalance. 

 
California’s lack of attention to waterway health extends to its dearth of protective 

instream flow standards. Standards that exist are far out of date, not protective, and have 

been repeatedly waived through TUCPs. By contrast, at least ten states and several tribal 

governments have adopted instream flow standards that are consistent with the Clean Water 

Act – reinforcing the states’ and tribes’ commitment to flows by linking standards with strong 

enforcement tools.223  One state regulation asserts, for example, that “Stream or other 

waterbody flows shall support the fish and aquatic life criteria.”224 

 
Unfortunately for California’s waterways, however, little has changed since the 1978 

Water Commission recommended that the state develop comprehensive instream flow 

standards.225  Various strategies have been suggested for setting and enforcing instream flow 

standards broadly, but the slow movement forward has been limited only to a small handful of 

waterways.226  We must specifically commit to protecting waterways’ rights to flow, with 

metrics, deadlines, and enforcement measures, for that result to occur. 
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Gap: Enforcement 

As addressed above, responsible regulation of water use rights necessarily includes 

enforcement. But the State Water Board estimates based on available data that illegal 

diversions may be over 40 percent of the number of active permits and licenses (the terms of 

which are also violated).227  While more attention has been paid to enforcement in recent 

years, action is still sparse in the face of the mounting problems. The Water Board has triaged 

this effort with a focus on enforcement where the basis of water use rights is unknown.228 

Even then, formal actions are rare. More frequent informal actions to remedy permit 

violations and illegal diversions have proven vastly insufficient, in light of the challenge before 

us.229 

 
For example, the State Water Board Executive Director Reports indicated that from 

January 2012 through January 2016, the state issued 110 Administrative Civil Liability (ACL) 

complaints but only 32 ACL orders, for a total over the four years of only $164,800 in ACL 

fines.230  In another example, the Water Boards’ Annual Performance Report show that 

revocation of water use rights (permits, licenses, etc.) peaked in fiscal year 2009<2010 at 395; 

only 26 were revoked in the 2014<2015 fiscal year, in the height of the drought.231  Finally, the 

same Performance Reports show that all penalties, in total, assessed over the six<year period 

from 2009 to 2015 for water use rights violations totaled only just under $760,000.232  Given 

the enormous private profits that can and do arise from the use of water in the state, the 

state’s inattention to enforcement deprioritizes, and in many cases violates, the state’s 

fiduciary duty to protect water, a public and environmental good. 

 
The state can and must take action to make enforcement more streamlined, equitable, 

and funded. Compared to its water quality authority, the State Water Board’s water rights 

monitoring and enforcement authority is relatively weak. Deficiencies include but are not 

limited to the fact that:233 

 
 There are no direct penalties for violation of the terms and conditions of a water right 

permit or license. The State Water Board may only impose penalties where the 

violation amounts to an unauthorized diversion or use of water, or where the State 

Water Board has already issued a Cease and Desist Order for the violation and that 

violation continues. 

 For violation of the constitutional prohibition against the waste or unreasonable use of 

water, a convoluted process of issuing an order finding a violation, issuing a Cease and 

Desist Order of continuing violation, and then conducting a third proceeding to impose 

ACL must currently be followed, delaying important corrective action. 

 
The state water management report raising these issues concludes that “the enforcement 

program in the water right arena should be enhanced to approach that of water quality 
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enforcement authorities,” such as the Clean Water Act. This recommendation should be 

prioritized for follow<up and action. 
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Appendix 2: Privatization of Water and Abuses of 

Public Trust 

Wealthy business interests, often working in tandem with state government, have 

repeatedly abused and contorted water law through the water rights system, pushing for 

preferential treatment for some to the detriment of the public and the environment. To 

address this problem, the state needs to regroup around the letter and purpose of the Water 

Code, which is to manage the waters of the state in trust for people and the environment. 

 

Example: The Monterey Amendment – Giving Away 

Water Entitlements and Infrastructure 

In a closed door negotiation, the California State Water Project’s (SWP) largest 

contractors and the Department of Water Resources (DWR) rewrote central principles of 

California water policy and priorities in the Monterey Amendment of 1994.234  This agreement 

arose from threats of litigation over SWP entitlements, which had been severely restricted by 

drought in the early 1990s and by federal court decisions recognizing threatened fish species 

in the area.235  The SWP originally mandated that in the event of a temporary shortage, 

agricultural contractors would have their supplies reduced first before reducing water 

supplies for all users; if a permanent shortage existed, the SWP would reduce all 

entitlements.236  In reality, a long<term shortage does exist because the state never completed 

the SWP. While the original plan promised 4.23 million acre<feet of water a year – an amount 

on which DWR’s long<term entitlements were based – the actual supply is closer to 2 to 2.5 

million acre<feet of water annually.237 

 
Because of the SWP’s continued shortages, made worse by drought and the need to 

protect endangered species, contractors threatened to sue. To resolve this policy<created 

dispute over water that does not exist, agricultural contractors relinquished an annual 

entitlement of 130,000 acre<feet of water in exchange for an end to the “urban preference” 

during droughts.238  The Monterey Amendment then abolished the provision that would have 

reduced long<term entitlements in the event of long<term shortages, such as the SWP’s core 

inability to deliver the planned 4 million<plus acre<feet per year.239  The Agreement further 

privatized taxpayer<funded water infrastructure, by giving the $74 million Kern Water Bank 

to the Kern County Water Agency, who immediately transferred it to the Kern Water Bank 

Authority.240 

 
The Kern Water Bank Authority – quasi<public, joint powers authority comprised of a 

private company and a mix of water districts with close ties to corporations – is essentially a 

corporate conglomerate controlled by agricultural and development companies.241 The Kern 

Water Bank concentrated the number of people holding control of local water use rights, 
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contrary to the public nature of water. For example, one family, the Boswells, owns 15 

percent of the Kings River, which is enough water for a city of three million people and is 

worth $1 billion.242 

 
The problems arising from such potential water monopolies are exacerbated by joint 

powers agreements that allow private companies and water monopolists to control water 

though a hidden government.243  Such seemingly government water agencies are actually 

“private agencies masquerading as public ones” who “enjoy government powers and 

immunities but carry water for the private landed establishment.”244  Making matters worse 

for the public at large, many of these private districts elect leaders via a “land<based franchise: 

one<dollar one<vote.”245  Thus, joint powers agreements effectively allow a few water 

monopolists to expand their power beyond their own water company into the state 

government, giving them more voice and more power into the management of the people’s 

and environment’s water. 

 

Example: The Environmental Water Account – Using 

Subsidies and Public Funds to Enrich Private Entities at 

the Expense of Californians and the Environment 

Large agriculture corporations have long benefited from two main forms of subsidies: 

subsidized infrastructure and subsidized rates. For example, although those benefiting from 

the SWP were supposed to pay for 100 percent of the SWP’s construction costs, “due to 

pressure to keep water rates low because of low crop prices farmers went tens of millions of 

dollars into arrears on the state debt.”246  The Monterey Amendment canceled the remaining 

30 percent that farmers owed on the project, leaving taxpayers to cover the difference.247 

 
The second form of subsidy applies to the actual price agricultural users pay for water. 

By that measure, the price of water for farmers in the San Joaquin Valley is about a tenth of the 

price someone in Los Angeles pays.248  This is problematic because a “[s]ubsidy generates 

waste almost by definition, in the amount of the subsidy.”249 

 
The agriculture empire amassed by billionaire couple Stewart and Lynda Resnick uses 

more water than every home in Los Angeles combined.250  This empire was built in significant 

part on the infrastructure and bond measures funded by California taxpayers. Like many 

large agricultural water users, billionaire Stewart Resnick’s Paramount Farms benefits from 

historical and current subsidies, allowing them to leverage their control of water supplies in 

the Kern Water Bank for an enormous windfall at the taxpayers’ expense. Kern Water Bank 

members paid an average of $86 and as little as $28 an acre<foot under a discounted program 

for water from the state. They then sold the same water back to state’s Environmental Water 

Account for an average price $196 per acre<foot.251  Resnick’s water and farm companies sold 

$30.6 million of water to the state program, participated as a partner in an additional $16 
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million in sales, and received an additional $3.8 million in checks and credits for sales through 

public water agencies.252   All in all, Resnick’s water and farm companies grabbed about 20 

cents of every dollar spent by taxpayers through the Environmental Water Account.253  “For a 

program that was supposed to benefit the environment, it apparently did two things — it 

didn't benefit the environment and it appears to have enriched private individuals using 

public money.”254 

 
Not only do such subsidies and public funds lead to windfalls for already wealthy water 

monopolists at the expense of taxpayers, but they also further illustrate the fundamental 

incongruity between the nature of water and the concept of markets. For example, normally a 

market transaction includes the cost of supplying and transporting the good. However, 

because of the pervasive subsidies in the California’s water market, for<profit users displace 

these costs onto the public. Such externalities, among others, cost the taxpayers even more 

money by increasing the need for state funds and programs to offset the externalities of the 

alleged market. The truth is that “no one . . . grabs part of the public domain without hurting 

everyone else. Those who seize public property in the name of the free market are not 

promoting the market, but exploiting its good name for private monopoly.”255 

 

Example: Private Developments – Creating New Water 

Demand through Financial Speculation Based on Paper 

Water 

Urban sprawl is an ideal outlet for water monopolists looking to flip subsidized water. 

In the tradition of Mulholland, developers are looking to acquire water supplies for new 

subdivisions.256  Together development and agricultural corporations have been trading 

“paper water” contracts “to keep the severely over<stretched public water projects pumping 

water to the highest bidder.”257  These corporations are playing an Enron<like game with 

water and shorting the market with self<created, un<quenchable demands, to the detriment of 

people and the environment that need real water to live.258 

 
One example is Mountain House, a planned community outside of Tracy. The 

community had its only water source completely curtailed during the 2015 drought, leaving it 

to scramble for water.259  This creates a situation where paper water predictably falls short 

and developers “push for new dams and more pumping of water from the north.”260  Once 

again “[t]he losers will be the same: the rural communities in the north and throughout the 

valley, the tax and ratepayers who ultimately have to pay for it all, and the environment upon 

which all Californians depend.”261 

 
The Kern Water Bank once again provides another example. Through its control of 

water facilities, the Kern Water Bank allows “the largest agribusiness companies like 

Paramount [to] hold on to enough water to do the impossible in a severely over<drafted 
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groundwater basin: increase their production and sell to developers.”262  One owner in the 

Kern Water Bank, Tejon Ranch Company, wants to use the water to construct multiple 

communities: Tejon Mountain Village and Centennial City. 263   The latter development was 

proposed to include twenty<three thousand homes, three fire stations, and eight schools.264 

Other water bankers, such as the Semitropic Water Storage District, proposed to provide 

water for private developments like Newhall Ranch.265  One of Resnick’s companies already 

sold 5,099 acre<feet of its SWP annual water entitlement to Newhall Land and Farming 

Company, which has proposed to construct a new city in northwestern Los Angeles County.266 

Resnick also has indicated plans to sell water to a private town near Fresno called Gateway 

Village.267  Finally, Boswell has described plans to create a 30,000<person city in Yokohl 

Valley.268  Urban sprawl development is quickly becoming the water monopolists’ newest 

source of profits with the state’s water. 

 
Instead of deterring this type of water speculation, our current water governance 

system encourages it. First, the water use rights holders “with surplus waters are like 

hoarders during an energy crisis except that the condition is perpetual,” so they hold out as 

demand continues to grow to maximize their payday.269  With water use rights expected to 

yield higher rents in the future, corporations and organizations are engaging in classic rent< 

seeking behavior – “distorting present investment to secure future rents.”270  Water 

monopolists turned speculators “visualize commercializing the water for distant growing 

cities or industries, using their political influence to secure needed rights<of<way, and 

litigation/legislation [or closed<door agreements] to modify the water permits to make them 

more tradable.”271  This behavior reinforces flawed water governance patterns, to the 

detriment of human and environmental needs (particularly in the long term). 

 

Example: Kern Water Bank – Impacting Instream Flows 

Further through Markets 

The Kern Water Bank also demonstrated that water markets typically do not increase 

meaningful conservation. Instead, they simply reallocate and sometimes increase 

consumptive use. The goal of the Kern Water Bank was to protect fish by storing water that 

could be used to supplement Delta deliveries, which would allow biologists to slow pumping 

from the Delta during critical times to protect fish.272  The reality was just the opposite. In the 

early 2000s, Delta water pumping increased rapidly, and Delta exports hit record highs of 

over 6 million acre<feet.273 Consequently, the Delta estuary “plunged to the brink of collapse,” 

with the Delta smelt in particular falling to near extinction levels.274  Fall<run Chinook salmon 

plummeted to record low returns just three years after the record Delta exports,          

causing the fishery to be closed for the first time in history in 2008.275 

 
Part of the problem can be traced to the over<allocation of the SWP, which has resulted 

in paper water use rights that fictionally inflate the water supply.276  But the result of the Kern 
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Water Bank should come as no surprise, since it only reflect what California’s water system 

has been built to do – deliver water to agriculture and cities at enormous cost to the 

environment and increasing cost to Californians at large. 

 

Example: Large-Scale Desalination Projects – Avoiding 

Meaningful Reform through More Privatization 

Desalination is another example of our increasing commodification of water.277  Private 

companies that stand to gain significant wealth from commoditizing seawater and marketing 

the desalinated water to the highest bidders often promote desalination. However, as we 

learned from Australia’s example, expensive desalination plants have been proven 

unnecessary given successful conservation and efficiency programs.278 

 
Moreover, privately owned desalination plants provide little guarantee of long<term 

stability and efficient, accountable management. For example, Tampa Bay’s regional water 

authority had to sell public bonds to take over a private desalination project after multiple 

private companies involved in building and financing the project went bankrupt.279  The plant 

was ultimately delivered five months behind schedule and at higher operating costs, causing 

the public to bear higher water costs.280 

 
In California, Poseidon Resources – the same private company involved in the Tampa 

Bay desalination debacle – has recently begun operating a large coastal power plant in 

Carlsbad and is seeking permits to open yet another one in Huntington Beach. California 

decisionmakers should question whether our public water supply should become increasingly 

reliant on private actors like Poseidon, who are "strictly focused on the dollars and cents” of a 

project.281  Indeed, given that major water sources such as the SWP and the Central Valley 

Project are so over<allocated, any “new water” produced would likely be allocated to the next 

rights holder in line, rather than being left in or sent to streams. This is particularly true given 

that there are no mandates currently in place to ensure waterways’ inherent rights to water 

are protected. 
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Appendix 3: Instream Water Rights 

California’s ongoing focus on preserving the water rights status quo ignores a critical 

gap – that waterways themselves currently lack parallel rights to the water they need to 

survive. As a state, we cannot continue to blindly assert rights to water, when the source of 

the water itself has no right to exist. We think we have a right to push the system because we 

think we have a right to water. We seek only the minimal requirements for species to survive, 

or rivers to flow, constraining the systems as much as we can to squeeze out the last drops. 

 
We are seeing the impacts of that worldview now, in drying rivers, collapsing aquifers, 

and disappearing species. We cannot simply wish these impacts away with feverish prayers 

for rain. We must address the problem staring us in the face – that we must take care of the 

waterways that take care of us. Our water governance system focuses on the minimal flow 

requirements for waterways to exist and species to survive; it constraining ecosystems to 

their limits, and then goes beyond them. We must instead focus on what needs to be done: 

ensure waterways are healthy, for their own sake as well as ours. 

 
Recognizing waterways’ inherent rights to the flows that they need to survive as 

waterways is an essential step in reversing this trend. Water rights for waterways benefits 

waterways and California a whole, by: 

 
 Reducing uncertainty (thereby reducing conflict) around allocations and enforcement; 

 Creating a backstop to any attempts to create markets around water (i.e., by ensuring 

the markets exist around only the fixed amount of water that exists after waterways’ 

needs are addressed); and 

 Creating public support for monitoring and transparency (on the assumption water 

users will want to assert the full extent of their rights, and so will insist on monitoring 

waterway flows if the waterways have clear rights to them). 

 
There are at least two categories of strategies that the state can use to take up waterway 

rights, one relying on existing regulatory mandates, and one taking a broader, rights<based 

approach that is being used in other jurisdictions. Each is addressed briefly below. 

 

Implementing Waterway Rights through Existing 

Regulatory Mandates 

One approach suggested by the PPIC for recognizing waterway rights to flow is 

adoption of watershed<based environmental flows based on the requirements of applicable 

environmental laws (public trust, Clean Water Act, Fish and Game Code Section 5937, state 

and federal endangered species acts, SGMA, etc.).282 
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Administration of these environmental flows could occur in two ways.283  First, the 

required flows could be defined as a regulatory baseline that would subtracted from the water 

available for diversions by water right<holders. Second (the preferred option), the required 

flows could be defined as a water right that would function as the most senior water right 

within the waterway system.284  These environmental water rights would be assigned to 

independent guardians to manage. Although definition of the instream flows as a water right 

is “more complicated” than the first option, it is consistent with protective standards under 

governing state and federal statutes.285  The state would require significantly improved water 

rights and water use accounting for this to work effectively, though this is broadly true. 

 

Enacting a Rights-Based Approach to Waterway Health 
 

Recognition of waterways’ inherent rights to flow, and aquatic species’ inherent rights 

to habitat, can go one step further by incorporating a goal of achieving a healthy ecosystem, 

rather than simply one that is minimally protected. A growing number of jurisdictions, from 

local to national, have done this by recognizing to varying degrees the inherent rights of 

rivers, streams, and the environment. Some jurisdictions have enacted instream water rights 

that are one step removed from full recognition of waterway rights; others more 

comprehensively recognize nature’s fundamental rights to exist, thrive, and evolve, and have 

taken legal action accordingly. 

 
Instream Water Rights 

Oregon attempts to meet the environmental needs of waterways under the Instream 

Water Right Act of 1987, which recognizes that waterways have the right to a minimum flow 

“sufficient to support aquatic life and minimize pollution.”286  Through implementation of the 

Act, Oregon has restored instream flow to nearly double that of Washington, Idaho, and 

Montana combined, restoring about 900 cubic feet per second (cfs) of flow instream, 

compared to Washington (400 cfs), Idaho (100 cfs), and Montana (14 cfs).287  California could 

shift to this new governance paradigm to better recognize the flow needs of waterways. If so, 

California should also learn from the challenges in Oregon that have prevented full protection 

of instream flows. In particular, senior water right claims take precedence over more junior 

instream water use rights,288 which blunts their utility. Further, Oregon’s Water Resources 

Commission holds discretionary power to allow exemptions from instream water use 

rights.289 

 
Colorado has also created an Instream Flow Program, one which not only monitors 

instream flow but also natural lake levels. However, instream flow permits are limited 

because only the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) can appropriate water for 

instream uses, and (as in Oregon) senior water use rights have priority over junior instream 

rights. Despite these limitations, a significant amount of water has been retained instream. 

Water is appropriated for instream uses in over 1,600 stream segments and 480 natural 
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lakes,290 representing 30% of the perennial stream miles in Colorado.291 Key to this success is 

the fact that the program allows other agencies, conservation groups, and the public to submit 

recommendations to the CWCB, which holds a yearly workshop to discuss these requests. 

 
California can also learn from other countries that are enacting rights<based 

approaches to instream flow protection. South Africa’s Bill of Rights guarantees everyone the 

right of access to sufficient water,292 as well as the right to a healthy environment for the 

benefit of present and future generations.293  The Constitution directs the government to take 

reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure these rights.294  As a result, South Africa 

passed the National Water Act, which characterizes water use rights as public in nature. 

According to the Guide to the National Water Act, 

 
. . . the only right to water is water for basic human needs (such as water for drinking, 

for food preparation and for personal hygiene) and water for the environment. The Act 

ensures that water for basic human needs and the environment is “reserved” (set aside) 

before water is allocated for other uses.295 

 
The nation’s “ecological reserve” accounts for water needed to protect both the quantity and 

quality of water needed by ecosystems.296  South Africa’s water management trajectory shows 

that it is possible for California to replace “an outdated, inequitable, and inefficient water 

management regime with an entirely new one”297 – if the political will is there. 

 
Australia has developed an “Environmental Watering Plan,” which requires diversions 

from the Murray<Darling Basin to be environmentally sustainable.298 E nvironmental water is 

defined as the amount of water needed to rebuild the four main components of the Basin’s 

water<dependent ecosystems: river flows and connectivity, native vegetation, waterbirds, and 

native fish.299 The Environmental Watering Plan “ensures that the size, timing and nature of 

river flows will maximise benefits to the environment.”300 The environment itself is 

considered a “user” of water.301  As a result, the Australian Government capped surface water 

purchases at 1,500 GL (gigaliters), and 71 percent of the water recovery target of 2,750 GL 

was recovered302 through infrastructure improvements and investments. However, the 

market<based approach seems to be preventing the full amount of determined environmental 

water from being set aside. For example, the most recent annual report indicated that only 

2,000 GL had been left for environmental needs, even though the water recovery target for a 

sustainable environment was 2,750 GL.303 

 
Inherent Rights of Waterways and Nature 

Instream water rights programs such as those outlined above are important steps 

forward in reversing the current, rapid trend of environmental and aquatic species 

degradation. The next step is to recognize the inherent rights of nature, including waterways 

and species, to exist, thrive, and evolve, and to adjust our actions and governance systems 

accordingly. Just as we humans claim inherent rights arising out of our existence, so too must 
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we recognize parallel inherent rights on the part of the natural world, with which we co< 

evolved. 

 
In 2008 Ecuador became the first nation to amend its Constitution to recognize the 

rights of nature, providing citizen enforcement authority to implement the new provisions. 

The key provision is Article 71, which states that: “Nature or Pachamama, where life is 

reproduced and exists, has the right to exist, persist, maintain itself and regenerate its own 

vital cycles, structure, functions and its evolutionary processes.” Numerous court decisions 

and administrative actions have already occurred specifically implementing these 

constitutional provisions.304  In one flow<related example, Ecuador's Vilcabamba River was 

damaged by construction debris deposited by adjacent road builders. The debris channelized 

stream flow and created flooding downstream, and local landowners sued under the 

constitutional provisions. The Court agreed that the river's constitutional right to flow had 

been violated, and it ordered those responsible to restore the river fully.305 

 
Nature’s rights laws have been spreading throughout the world, and include federal 

law in Bolivia,306 treaty agreements in New Zealand,307 and at least three dozen municipal 

ordinances around the United States,308 including in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania309 and Santa 

Monica, California.310  Santa Monica’s Sustainability Bill of Rights, passed in 2013, states that 

“[n]atural communities and ecosystems possess fundamental and inalienable rights to exist 

and flourish in the City of Santa Monica.” It specifically includes the City’s groundwater 

aquifers as holding these fundamental rights. The Ordinance includes a citizen suit provision 

as well, stating that to “effectuate those rights on behalf of the environment, residents of the 

City may bring actions to protect these natural communities and ecosystems.” In October 

2016, the City’s Task Force on the Environment recommended strongly to the City Council 

against the permitting of new private wells in the City in order to protect the aquifer’s rights 

to flourish pursuant to the Ordinance – a far higher standard than provided in SGMA.311 
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Appendix 4: Lessons from California’s Past 

Lessons Learned from Past Two Water Commissions 
 

Two Governor<driven Water Commissions over the past century – in 1912 and 1978 – 

have delved into California water management. Both arose out of water crises, though only 

one resulted in meaningful change in water management. Lessons learned from the genesis 

and results of these efforts can inform the critical review of water governance needed today. 

 
Governor Hiram Johnson addressed water in his 1911 inaugural address, stating that: 

 
[t]he great natural wealth of water in this state has been permitted, under our existing 
laws and lack of a system, to be misappropriated . . . A rational and equitable code and 
method of procedure for water conservation and development should be adopted.312 

 
A 1911 law created a three<person 1912 Conservation Commission, appointed by the 

Governor, to investigate the use of water and other natural systems and make appropriate 

legislative recommendations.313  The Commission was chaired by former Governor George 

Pardee, who brought progressive314 ideas regarding conservation and distrust of corporate 

monopolies. 

 
The 1912 Commission criticized court<driven water policy, opining that water 

allocations involved public policy, not just application of the law.315  It “call[ed] for a wholesale 

determination of water rights,” strongly criticized the existence of any riparian rights in a 

semiarid state, and recommended a permit system for appropriation of both surface and 

underground waters.316  The Commission further recommended establishment of a state 

agency “through which the titles to water rights may be at least equally well<defined and 

settled” as real estate titles.”317  After revisions in the Legislature, these recommendations 

resulted in the Water Commission Act318 adopted by the Legislature to oversee the public’s 

interest in water, create a permit system for the appropriations, limit riparian rights to 

beneficial use, among other actions.319  Immediately following the Governor's approval, power 

and irrigation companies launched a referendum campaign to nullify it. The voters reaffirmed 

the Water Commission Act in November 1914, however, and the statute became effective the 

next month. 

 
The 1978 Water Commission arose out of drought challenges that led the Department 

of Water Resources (DWR) to criticize state water law as “not only an obstacle to optimal 

water management practices,” but an actual contributor to “the waste of the state’s scarce 

water resources.”320  Governor Brown created the Commission to Review California Water 

Rights Law pursuant to Executive Order321 in 1977. His ten<member Commission was 

charged with both examining current water use rights laws and recommending legislative 
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changes. While their final Report acknowledged that “many of the criticisms of riparian and 

appropriative rights may be valid,”322 the Commission refused to act to address those 

criticisms, stating that the existing structure supported too many investments to change 

(though they failed to examine what those changes might be, or how vulnerable those 

investments might be to more droughts). 

 
The 1978 Commission did, however, address instream flows, an area little<examined 

by the 1912 Commission. The 1978 Commission recommended, among other things, that the 

state: 

 
 Begin to develop comprehensive instream flow standards,323 “expressed in terms of 

certain quantities or flows of water which are required to be present at certain points 

along the same in certain times of the year to protect fishery, wildlife, recreational, 

aesthetic, and scenic and other beneficial instream uses”;324 

 Establish “compliance programs” to “secure the beneficial instream uses of water 

envisioned by the [instream flow] standards”;325 and 

 Implement an interim protection program for streams that allows for instream 

appropriative rights while instream flow standards are being developed.326 

 
The Legislature, however failed to act on these recommendations to protect instream 

flows. Finally, neither Commission specifically addressed a process for ensuring flows for the 

basic needs of individuals. 

 
Moving forward, it is noteworthy that the voices of those who had water were well< 

represented in both Commissions, but water<poor communities and waterways were not. 

While the 1978 Commission prepared background reports for public consumption and held 

hearings around the state, the makeup of the Commission itself drew from a relatively small 

pool of water stakeholders and experts. 

 
State decisionmakers contemplating a future water Commission or other, similar 

review body should consider the role of process – particularly the Commission makeup – on 

outcome. Given water’s nature as a public and environmental good, one that is necessary for 

life itself, the voices of all Californians and the natural world should be central to the next 

water governance review process. 

 

Lessons from the California Energy Crisis and Reforms 
 

Water managers can also draw on lessons from the California energy crisis and 

subsequent reforms. In the wake of the energy blackouts and general crisis that followed 

California's brief experiment in electricity sector deregulation, California instituted numerous 

reforms that have led to significant gains in energy efficiency and reductions in energy use. 
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While these reforms are not perfect, many could be adapted and applied in the water sector to 

improve our water management. 

 
For example, “energy loading orders” dictate that energy needs must first be met by 

increasing energy efficiency and improving demand response before turning to new energy 

generation. Similarly, institution of a “water loading order” system would prioritize funding 

for efficiency and conservation efforts first, along with stormwater capture and potable water 

recycling, before turning to consideration of infrastructure projects, such as large conveyance 

infrastructure that does not support the former strategies, dams, or desalination.327  Not only 

would a water loading order help facilitate more effective water management decisions, but it 

could also help California achieve its AB 32 goals by prioritizing local water supplies with little 

to no embedded energy, before more energy intensive options could be developed.328 

 
A state<level oversight organization, accountable to the public, to help the state 

efficiently meet necessary water demand while also ensuring needed water is allocated to the 

environment should also be considered. The California Independent System Operator 

(CAISO)329 is the “nerve center” of the state’s power grid, responding to deficiencies in 

capacity, trying to match generation with energy demand, and maintaining the electric 

frequency of the grid no matter what extreme weather or natural disaster is imposed on the 

infrastructure and facilities supporting the grid.330  An oversight entity in the water arena 

would be challenging to establish today, because it would require near real<time data on 

instream flows and water demand around the state. However, comprehensive, real<time data 

information is a goal the state must reach if it is to be successful in protecting and improving 

water flows and supplies. Lessons from CAISO successes in the energy arena may help build 

the political will needed to gather and provide this necessary information. 

 

Lessons Learned from the California Redistricting 

Commission 

The California Redistricting Commission is a citizen<driven assessment that could 

provide useful lessons for either a future water commission, or another structure that allows 

for meaningful citizen input on an issue of statewide importance such as water. Proposition 

11 (2008) provided for an independent Commission to draw Assembly, Senate and Board of 

Equalization districts through an “open and transparent process enabling full public 

consideration of and comment on the drawing of district lines.” In 2010, Proposition 20 added 

Congressional redistricting as a purpose of the Citizens Redistricting Commission. Districts 

were to be drawn based on strict, nonpartisan rules designed to ensure fair representation, 

and Commissioners were charged with applying the law in an impartial manner. A detailed 

selection process was followed to choose the 14 Commissioners,331 who had to meet specific 

conflict of interest requirements. 
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The Redistricting Commissioners conducted significant outreach to get the public’s 

input in drawing new lines. This included speaking to the media, holding public meetings, 

streaming meetings online, and providing a website that included Commission records and 

documents. For the first map drawing, they held 34 public meetings in 32 locations around 

the state. More than 2,700 people participated in person and over 20,000 submitted 

comments. After the draft set of maps was released, the Commission held 11 more public 

meetings to collect reactions and comments. Majority votes were needed by the Commission 

to submit the final maps. Though the final redistricting maps were challenged in courts, they 

were upheld unanimously in the California Supreme Court and in the U.S. District Court. 

 
The structure of a new, statewide water discussion similarly must actively “empower 

the community as a whole.”332   Polling and focus groups may be able to help pull out 

community values and visions more effectively than public workshops, which may stifle the 

give<and<take discussion.333  The questions developed should be objective, leaving room for 

thoughtful input, and should be broad enough to allow participants to successfully express 

their vision for, and feelings about, water. 
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